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Gay—Rights Groups Assail
Virginia Custody Decision
By Larry O‘Delll
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —Gay—
rights advocates assailed a Virginia
Supreme Court decision denying a
Lesbian custody of her son, while
conservative groups hailed it as a
victory for decency.
In a 4—3 decision Apr. 21, the
court said Sharon Bottoms is an un—
fit mother and 3—year—old Tyler
Doustou should remain in the cus—
tody of his maternal grandmother.
"One of the messages of Lesbi—
anismis that men are not necessary,
that men and women are inter—
chan, cablepuzzle pieces," said
R
Hamrick, spokeswoman for

the Washington—based Family Re—
search Council, a group she de—
scribed as a pro—family public policy
organization.
Mike Russell, spokesman for Pat
Robertson‘s Christian Coalition, said
the ruling "is in keeping with what
we think is mainstream Middle
America‘s wishes." He said the 1.5
million—member coalition believes
courts "should do all they can to
strengthen the traditional family."
Elizabeth Birch, executive direc—
tor of the Washington—based Human
Rights Campaign Fund, had a dif—
ferent view. "Anyone who truly
cares about families should be mor—
ally outraged that the government
has taken a child from his own lov—
ing mother because ofother people‘s
prejudices," she said.
Kate Kendall, legal director ofthe
National Center for Lesbian Rights
in San Francisco, said Virginia is one
of a half—dozen states whose highest
courts appear to have taken the po—
sition that homosexuality alone
makes a parent unfit. She said the
others are Mississippi, Missouri,
North Dakota, South Dakota and
Oklahoma.
But Kay Bottoms, who retained
—
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Colorado Files First. US. Supreme
Court Brief in Amendment 2 Appeal
By SandyPressShoreWriter from full access to the political pro—
Associated
cess.
Norton
said in her brief that
isnt
the
case.
DENVER(AP)—ColoradoAt—
"Nothing
inofaAmendment
2 de—or
torney
General
Gale
Norton
argued
prives
anyone
right
to
vote,
in a U.S.
Supreme
Courthigh
brieffiled
to have government
access to theorballot,
or to
Apr.
21
that
the
state‘s
court
petition
to
exercise
erroneouslycreatedanewbasicright
any other
fundamental right,"
when
it
declared
Amendment
2
un—
Norton
wrote.
constitutional.
"Amendment 2 merely reserves
The
Colorado
Supreme
Court
tothepeopletheissueofspecialpro—
struck down the anti—Gay—rights tections for homosexuals and bi—
amendment,
saying
itbarred
homo— sexuals... Respondents retain
sexuals
from
having
an
effective
complete
freedomprocesses
to employ
the
voice in government.
same
democratic
that
led
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a49—page
briefappealingthat
toAmendment2,toreallocatepower
decision,rulingNorton
said created
the lower
in theasfuture
in ways that they re—
court‘s
in
effect
the
gard
more
appropriate."
right
"not topolitical
be ‘fenced
out‘ fromat Amendment2,approvedbyvot—
unfettered
participation
ers53 percentofColoradovotersin
all Amendment
levels ofgovernment."
November
1992, nullified
ordi—
2
opponents
con—
nances
prohibiting
discrimination
tend the amendment‘s prohibition against homosexuals in Denver,
against
protecting homosexu—
Boulder andfuture
Aspenlawsin addition
als fromlawsdiscrimination
bars Gays forbidding
providingto
Tennessee Legislature
Considers Peep Show
Booth Door Removal
The Tennessee
Senate
has de—
ferreduntil
May2abill
whichwould
require adult bookstores andpeep_pretedasvrolatmg freespeechn :
shows
to take the doors offprivate — accusedRiceofwanting
booths.
Thebill was ori
Apr. 11 25.andAtthattimethe
camebefore thebillwas
Senate
onApr.
referredforan
backtoadditional
theJudiciary
Com—
mittee
hearing.
The bill, amended to apply
only
toadults—onlybusinesses,
originally
passed the committee by a 6—0—2
vote.
The bill,Sen.
sponsored
byRice
anti—porn
crusader
Carol
(R—
Clarksville)saidshehopestheopen—
ness of the booths will inhibit the
activitiesofthoseinsidewithoutvio—
latingandtheirreadconstitutional
rights to
view
what
they
please.
"It isinthe
interestofthestateto
regulate
the
activities
ofadultcurbbook
stores
and
shows
to
help
the
spread
of
AIDS
and
other
diseases
and to curbthoseestablishments,"
the secondary adverse
effectsof
said
Sen.
Rice.
Last
year
she
sponsored
a lawAccordingtoaspokesmanatSen.
prohibiting public nudity.
SteveCohen‘s(D—Memphis)office,
the
Judiciary
Committee
wants to
hear
from
Health
Commissioner
Wadley
regarding the AIDS issue.
Rice‘sbillwouldhaveoriginally
imposed a 10p.m. closingtime and
closureonSundaysandholidays,but
thatprovision wasremoved because

custody of Tyler while the case was
appealed, said the court recognized
there were othee factors that made
her daughter a bad mother.
"Thank God they proved her un—
fit besides just being a Lesbian," she
told radio station WFLS in
Fredericksburg. "She neglected this
baby a lot. I didn‘t fight her just be—
cause she turned Lesbian."
Kay Bottoms accused the Ameri—
can Civil Liberties Union and the
media ofturning the case into a Les—.
bian—rights issue.
Sharon Bottoms was advised not
to talk to reporters for a couple of
days, said one of her lawyers Player
Michelson.
C
inallyheard by
"There‘s a lot of angerandwe— "the SenateJudiciary Committee on
don‘t want to say apything that could
be taken wrong," said Sharon Bot—
toms‘ companion, April Wade.
In the ruling, the Supreme Court
said Lesbianism was one of many:
factors that made Sharon Bottoms an
unfit mother. Sharon Bottoms testi—
fied two years ago that she and Ms.
Wade have oral sex, a felony in Vir—
ginia for heterosexuals as well as
homosexuals.
Other factors cited in the court‘s
decision included her history of
moving from place to place, relying
on others for support and "difficulty
controlling her temper," the justices
said.
In a dissenting opinion, Justice Bar—
bara M. Keenan wrote that the inter—
mediate appeals court properly ruled
that "adverse effects of a parent‘s ho—
mosexuality on a child cannot be as—
sumed without specific proof."
Sharon Bottoms‘ lead attorney,
Donald K. Butler, said he would ask
the court to reconsider its decision.
Ms. Bottoms, 25, and the child‘s
father were divorced before she met
Ms. Wade. The father, who has not
been involved in the child‘s upbring—
ing, has said the child should live
with Ms. Bottoms.
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such protection.
Denver District Judge Jeffrey
Bayless issued a court injunction that
blocked its implementation.
—
Norton‘s brief was the first vol—
ley in the legal wrangling over
Amendment 2 at the U.S. Supreme
Court level. The plaintiffs are ex—
pected to file a response next month.
The high court has agreed to re—
view the case and likely wiil issue a
ruling late this year or early in 1996,
Norton said.
Bayless‘ ruling came in a lawsuit
filed by a group of homosexuals and
the three cities whose ordinances
Amendment 2 would strike down.
The lawsuit contended Amendment
2 was unconstitutional because it
violated homosexuals‘ 14th Amend—
ment right to equal protection under
the law.
The Colorado Supreme Court
agreed with Bayless in a 6—1 deci—
See Amendment 2 on page 22

State Appealing

Sodomy Repeal
The State of Tennessee filed an
appeal Feb. 24 to the ruling by Judge
Walter Kurtz which overturned a
of concerns that it could be inter— ban on homosexual relations be—
tween consenting adults. _
~~ his
In
Feb.2 ruling,Kurtzv
We
the govern- "Private sexual activity between
peoples sex lives.
consenting adultsof the same sex is
_ —"Ifthe goal is to prevent the — pr
spread of AIDS, wouldn‘t it make right of privacy."
more sense to require these booths
The state attorney general‘s of—
to have condom machines, or even fice argued that the Legislature
rubber gloves?" Cohen asked.
wanted to protect the public health
In committee hearings, conserva— and safety, specifically preventing
tive groups had testified that the the spread of AIDS, when it adopted
booths are havens for sex addicts, the law in 1989.
prostitution and unprotected sex of
Kurtz‘s court has until mid—May
all kinds that contribute to the spread to send the records to the Court of
of AIDS and other sexually trans— Appeals. At that time, the state has
mitted diseases.
30 days to file its brief after which
Former City Attorney Frierson the defense has 30 days to file its
Graves told lawmakers that there are response.
better ways to guard against health
The law was reduced from a _
risks than by regulating adult busi— felony to a Class C misdemeanorin
nesses.
1989.
Graves contended that the only
According to Susan Mackenzie,
ones who would benefit from the law a local attorney working on the Ho—
would be lawyers, predicting that it mosexual Acts Litigation team, the
would be immediately challenged in attorneys are volunteering their time.
court and never enforced just as Even so, the litigation has cost more
than has been received through do—
Rice‘s indecency law has been.
Opponents contend that remov— nations. The HAL team is request—
ing the doors will not stop the be— ing donations to offset the
havior, but simply move it non—attorney expenses. These dona—
elsewhere.
tions should be sent to Abby
Human sexuality researcher Ted Rubenfeld and Associates, 2505
Mclivenna of San Francisco testified Hillsboro Rd., Suite 201, Nashville,
that people who go to adult book and TN 37212. Indicate in the memo
movie stores "are there to get turned portion of the check that it is a do—
on. What will happen if they don‘t nation to Homosexual Acts Litiga—
have that outlet is that they‘ll sim— tion.
ply seek it someplace else."
Bi

a
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o Have and To Hold:
Same—Sex Marriage Under Attack
Thefollowing opinion/editorial is by RobertBray, field organizer with the National Gay
andLesbian TaskForce. Basedin Washington, DC, NGLTFisa leadingnationalmembership
organization thathas supportedgrassrootsorganizingsince 1973.
in at least three states with more attacks ex—
Right around this time of year I get my pected.
Alaska, Utah and South Dakota have
annual reminders that my loving relationship or are now
pro—active bans on same—
with mypartnerJohn isnotworthmuchinthe sex marriage.facing
They clearly are designed to
eyes ofsociety.
head off an affirmative ruling expected later
Perhaps it‘s my income tax returns, which thisyearorearly
1996on apendingGay mar—
givemenooptionexcepttofilesinglebecause riage case in Hawaii.
our union is not "valid." Or maybe it‘s the A Congressional threat may be forthcom—
mailbox of invitations announcing the June ing, too. Newt Gingrich rarely misses an op—
weddingsofmy straightfriendsandrelatives. portunity
demean Gay relationships.
Or it could be all those glowing bride and In 1992,to the
Republican Party specifically
groom advertisementsjust in time for the up— stated
an opposition to same—sex marriages in
coming nuptial season.
The issue is sure to be raised as
Marriage hasbeen on mymindalot lately. its platform.
enter a new election cycle.
To be honest, I‘m not certain if it‘s my wed— weThe
Radical Right plans to capitalize on
ding I‘m pondering (we haven‘t begun those society‘svigorousoppositiontosame—sexmar—
discussions yet). But the subject ofsame—sex riageand useitasafund—raisingandpolitical—
marriage is rapidly rising into the conscious— organizing weapon to strengthen its "tradi—
nessofmanyAmericansandhasalreadymade . tional
family values" agenda. Expect more
nationalheadlinesandfront—pagenewsaround attacksonnotonlysame—sexmarriagebutalso
the country.
Lesbian, bisexual andtransgenderfami—
And it‘s clearly in the cross—sights of the Gay,
lies, including foster parenting, adoption and
Radical Right.
Aggressive pre—emptive strikes against child custody.
same—sexmarriagehavealreadybeenlaunched It‘s time forour side to sound the alarm.
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We are asking for the equal right to marry Mamo, a new statewide civil rights group
the one we love and care for,just as non—Gay ofNa indigenous
Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
Americans do. Many same—sex couples share transgender people,
work around
the same responsibilities as married couples. homophobia, racism isanddoing
classism and how
However,nowhereinthe UnitedStatesdothey
to the marriage issue.
receive the same recognition or benefits, not theyAsconnect
we
advance
issue of our right to
even in communities with domestic partner— marry, we must not theperpetuate
the myth that
ship laws.
marriage
is
the
only
way
that
"true"
families
Of course, Gay, Lesbian and bisexual are organized. We need to advance simulta—
peopleareasdiverseasnon—Gaypeople. Many neously both ourright to marry and a re—defi—
would notchooseto marry even iftheycould. nition of"family" that is an honest reflection —
However, virtually all Gay people prefer that the diversity of family structures — ex—
they — and not the state — should have the oftended
families, step—families, single parent
right to decide whether and whom to marry. households, grandparents raising grandchil—
The subject of same—sex marriage offers dren, divorced parents, adoptedchildren, fos—
many political challenges and organizing op— ter families. We must unite with the majority
portunities—and numerousquestions—for ofotherswho do not fit the model that iscon—
Gay, Lesbian, bisexualandtransgenderactiv— sidered "traditional."
ists. It‘s time for that dialogue to begin.
is your role in the same—sex mar—
Questions that may need to be considered riageWhat
battle?
as we move this issue forward:
Therearemanywaystoget involved. First,
* Do we really need or want the right to helpgetthewordout.
Educatethepublic.Tell
marry?
your
family,
friends
and coworkers about
*Dobisexual activistshaveadifferentview same—sex marriage issues.
Sponsoracommu—
ofthis subjectthan Gay and Lesbian people? nity forum on this topic. Write letters to the
*Aretheredifferencesintheway Gay men editor and get the press to cover the subject.
and Lesbians analyze the institution of mar— Also, you can take action. Consider organiz—
riage?
ing a marriage license "refuse—in"at your lo—
* What about concerns that the institution cal city clerk office. Get an organization you
of marriage itself — gay or straight — per— are involved in tosign onto the Lambda Mar—
petuates a moral hierarchy with different eco— riage Resolution —a document supported by
nomic and social privileges? — Those in
national organizations, including
couples (viewed as "monogamous") receive numerous
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund,
social and economic rewards because oftheir the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
implied moral ‘status. Meanwhile, single (NGLTF), Latino/a Lesbian & Gay Organi—
people (viewed as "promiscuous") do not. zation, National Center for Lesbian Rights,
This community discussion and dialogue Gay& LesbianParentsCoalition International,
must also include an awareness of the orga— and many more.
nizing and education efforts of grassroots To have and to hold. It‘s about having the
groups, including the Hawaii Equal Rights
See Marriage on page 22
Marriage Project and Na Mamo o Hawai‘i.

The Triangle Journal News welcomes let—
tersfrom its readers. Letters should be be as
shortasreasonable andtypedifpossible. Al—
thoughnamesmaybe withheldon request, all
letters should be signed and include aphone
number for verification. Anonymous letters
will not beprinted. All letters are subject to
editingfor spelling, punctuation, and gram—
mar, however every effort will be made to
maintain the originalintentofthe writer.
Lettersshouldbemailedto:TriangleJour—
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 orfaxedto (901) 454—1411.
Thanks
A person seems to think they have lots of
friends, but when an emergency arises, you
findwhoyourtruefriendsare. Recently, I had
togothrough an uglyeviction,although itwas
no one‘s fault, everyone involved was to
blame. I had been telling people before the
eviction that I was looking for a new place to
live, either on my own or as a roommate with
someone. Butto noavail.Then Istarted look—
ing for a place to store my belongings until I
could find a place. Again, no bites. So on a
very cold, damp, and rainy Tuesday morning

while I was out checking with agencies for
help, my belongingswere put out on the side—
walk in the rain and cold. What wasn‘t de—
stroyed by those evicting me, was damaged
by the rain.
But, afewpeoplecametomyrescue... and
that is why I write this letter. I want to thank
publicly the following people who are true
friends...
Ken and Steve: owners of Crossroads...
foefindingmeatemporary place to stay,con—
tactingagencieslookingforhelpforme, feed—
ing me enough coffee during my time of
depression to keep me going, and the moral
support and love you both showed me.
Bonnie and Stumpy: for hauling me
around, storing my prized possessions before
the eviction, feeding me, and just plain car—
ing... you both will always be in my thank
yous. More people need true friends like you
two.
Lee: bartender at Crossroads, for your
moral and financial support. You were there
formewhenothersfailed. Many,manythanks.
Urban: a longtime friend, thanks forstor—
ing my possessions and for being there and
caring.
See Letteron page22
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More Than

Half of 104th Congress Bars

Discrimination Against Homosexuals

often hear from a virulent minority
of anti—Gay extremists, but the ma—
jority of this Congress has taken a
_ personal stand against discrimina—
tion."
When Congress tackles conten—
tious Gay political issues, she told a
news conference, "We hope that the
fair—minded majority will vote with
their consciences when they come
under pressure from extremists."
Federal civil rights laws do not
forbid discrimination based on
sexualorientation, although legisla—
tion has been introduced repeatedly
in Congress to add that category.
‘=""Most ofthe 223 House members
and64 senators with office policies
banning discrimination against ho—
mosexuals were Democrats, the sur—
vey found. Only 62 of the
representatives and 24 of the sena—
tors were Republicans.
House Speaker Newt Gmgnch,

ployees in their congressional of—
fices.
j
$
Slightly more members, 296, had
WASHINGTON (AP) — More such policies in the Democratic—led
than half the members of the GOP:
103rd Congress, the organization
controlled 104th Congress have es—
found. But campaign fund officials
tablished office anti—discrimination
said they were happily surprised to
policies covering homosexuals, ac— find as much support as they did,
cording to a poll released bya Gay given the election of numerous con—
rights lobby Apr: 13. ——
servative Republicans last November.
The Human Rights Campaign
"It is encouraging that the criti—
Fund surveyed all 535 members of cal bloc of moderate.swing votes in
the House and Senate and found 287 this Congrq§ supﬁeﬁemncept
would confirm in writing that sexual of equal treatment for Gay/Amenorientation is not considered in the ‘éﬁns " said Elizabeth Birch, the-3
By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer

hiring, promoting or firing of em:‘xgroup‘s executive director. “We
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Actenberg Quitting

Federal Post to Run for
San Francisco Mayor
WASHINGTON(AP)—Assis—
tant
HousingwillSecretary
Roberta
Achtenberg
resign
to
run hadfor
mayor
of
San
Francisco.
She
won
atotough
Senatethe highest—level
confirmation
fight
become
openlyGay memberof
the Clinton
administration.
"If I‘m goingto be:mayor of San

Francrsco I have to begin my cam—
pargn1mmed1ately, Achtenberg
sandin an interview Apr. 13.
~ President Clinton nominated
Achtenberg in February 1993 to be
assistant secretary for fair housing
and.equal opportunity, setting offa

ﬁrestorm of criticism from conser—
vatives. During a contentious con—
firmation, Sen. Jesse Helms, R—N.C.,
called Achtenberg "a militant—activ—
ist—mean Lesbian, working her
whole career to advance the homo—
sexual agenda."
TheSenate confirmed her on a
58—31 vote.
"I submitted my resignation last
evening to the president, effective

the 30th of April," said Achtenberg,
a formerSan Francisco supervisor
and lawyer.
She declined to release her resig—
nation letter. But the San Francisco
Chronicle. reported, that she wrote:
"I feel theneed to . return to the city
I call home." She also thanked the
president for his support during "a

_challengmgconfirmation process."
Achtenberg said she hadnot yet
received a formal response from the
president but noted that she had dis—
cussed with him her plans to resign
several weeks ago. —
Although the Department of
Housing and Urban Developmentis
targeted for major cuts by the GOP
Congress, Achtenberg denied that
she is deserting a sinking agency.
Achtenberg joins a mayor‘s race
that also is expected to include Cali—
fornia Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown, who is in his final term in
the legislature due to term limits.
Brown has said he will decide in
May.

R—Ga., and Majority Leader Dick
Armey, R—Texas, do not include
sexual orientation under their non—
discrimination policies, but Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R—Kan.,
does, the campaign fund said.
Last year, the group found 225
Maine Gay Rights
members House members and 71
senators who had such anti—discrimi—
Supporters Raise Big Bucks
nation policies. Of those. 58 were
House Republicans and 24 were .
to Fight Referendum
Senate Reputhans
The campaign fund began seek—
ing anti—discrimination pledges from
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Gay figures.
House members after a 1993 furor rights supporters have raised five
"If those are Maine addresses and
in which three Oklahoma congress— times more money than an opposi— legitimate addresses, what you have
men — Republicans Ernest Istook tion group that organized a referen—
to say is, the homosexual commu—
and Jim Inhofe and Democrat Bill dum to exclude homosexuals from nity in this state is extremely wealthy
Brewster — told the Tulsa World the Maine Human Rights Act.
and ought not to ask burdened tax—
newspaper that they would not hire
Maine Won‘t Discriminate raised payers to give them special advan—
Gay people for their congressional $141,459 since April of last year, tages," Cosby said.
staffs.
compared to $28,396 for Concerned
Gov. Angus King and his wife,
Then, Gingrich — whose half— Maine Families, according to cam— Mary J. Herman, have contributed
sister, Candace, is openly Lesbian— paign financial disclosure reports.
$1,000 to Maine Won‘t Discrimi—
told The Washington Times that re—
The referendum organized by nate.
quiring a lawmaker to hire homo— Concerned Maine Families essen—
In response to that, Cosby said,
sexuals, or at least barring a member tially asks voters whether Gays and
"I‘m sure that funding will find its
from discriminating based on sexual Lesbians should be protected against way back to unscrupulous politicians
orientation, could be "against his discrimination provided by the Hu— who will be funded to continue fund—
religion."
man Rights Act.
ing the wish list of the Gay commu—
District of Columbia law forbids
Amy Pritchard, campaign man— nity in this state."
discrimination against Gays, but that ager for the Gay rights group, cred—
The Legislature‘s Judiciary Com—
does not apply to congressional offices. ited Maine Won‘t Discriminate‘s mittee will hold a hearing on the ref—
funding success to an emphasis on erendum on May 2. The hearing is
fund—raising and grassroots organiz— part of the legislative routine for ref—
ing.
erendum questions raised by peti—
Pritchard said 973 of the 979 con— tion.
tributions received by MWD in the
Meanwhile, referendum oppo—
most recent three—month period were nents have filed a lawsuit in
Mothers
from Maine residents.
Kennebec County Superior Court
Carolyn H. T. Cosby, chair— that claims that the referendum ques—
woman of Concerned Maine Fami— tion is unconstitutional.
lies, questioned the validity of the
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Your
brother doesn‘t have to be speaker
of the House for your voice to be
heard in America — but it sure
doesn‘t hurt.
Knowing that, the nation‘s larg—
est Gay lobby has hired Candace
Gingrich, Lesbian sister of House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R—Ga., and
is sending her on a 34—city tour of
the country.
Gingrich, 28, started work Apr.
18 at the Human Rights Campaign
Fund as spokeswoman for its Na—
tional Coming Out Project, a cam—
paign to urge Gay men and Lesbians
to tell people about their sexual ori—
entation in hopes of ending discrimi—
nation.
"We‘re going to be going all over
the country basically to tsik about
coming out and helping people real—
ize that there are things that they can
do to help make the world a better
place for us," Gingrich said in an
interview.
Gingrich will split the next six
months between traveling and work—
ing at the campaign fund‘s Wash—
ington office as a health policy
intern, said David Smith, a fund
spokesman.
Her first stop will be an April 25
town meeting in Seattle. A flyer
advertising the appearance pro—
claims: "Your brother doesn‘t have
to be speaker for your voice to be
heard in America. Listen to a
Gingrich who speaks YOUR lan—
guage."
Gingrich, who has been a com—
puter technician and box—sorter for
United Parcel Service, described the
new job as a fantasy come true.
"My dream when I was in col—
lege was to be a woman‘s studies
prof, to teach at the college level,"
she said. "That‘s kind of how I feel
about this. I mean, it‘s something
very important to me, it means a lot
to a lot of people that I care about,
and I just feel kind of special."
The campaign fund approached
Gingrich in January about working
on National Coming Out Day, which

is Oct. 11. Eventually, the offer
mushroomed into a much bigger,
full—time job.
"We had been discussing for
some time how to expand the pro—
gram to a year—round campaign, to
urge people to come out and get in—
volved," Smith said. "Candace
seemed to be a perfect fit for our pro—
gram ... especially with what many
people consider to be a treacherous
political landscape here in Washing—
ton."
Gingrich, who plans to move
from Harrisburg, Pa., to the Wash—
ington suburbs, said her political in—
volvement up to now had been
limited to some abortion rights ac—
tivity and attendance at Gay pride
events.
All that changed last November,
when her brother was poised to be—
come speaker of the House, and it
was reported that he had a Gay sis—
ter.
"In the back of my mind, I knew
that eventually the question would
be posed to me and I had always
pretty much known that when asked,
I would tell the truth and then go
from there," she said Tuesday.
"From there" has meant major
media interviews and, in March, be—
ing invited by the campaign fund to
lobby her congressman — and her
brother — on Capitol Hill, tailed by
a pack of reporters, camera crews
and photographers.
Gingrich said her mother told her
brother about her sexual orientation
about seven years ago. "He told my
mom it was my life, I should live it
the way I want to and kind of left it
at that," she said.
She agreed that she might have
missed an opportunity in those years
to influence Newt Gingrich‘s think—
ing about homosexuality — he has
compared it to alcoholism or near—
sightedness.
"My mom talks about him a lot
and I just kind of basically blocked
out whatever he was doing, whether
it was good or bad," she said. "But I
think, regardless of whatever my
reasons ... I can‘t change what I
haven‘t done. So it‘s up to me now
to hopefully do whatever I can."
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By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer
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Hired by Gay Lobby

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The Lesbian half—sister of House leader Newt Gingrich will ride
as a grand marshal of
San Francisco‘s 1995 Lesbian—Gay Freedom Day Parade in June, and her brotheris welcome, too
— sort of.
Candace Gingrich, 28, was invited in March and accepted Apr. 4, Robert Allen, parade committee
president, said.
Her acceptance came the day after Newt Gingrich suggested Congress might reinstitute
a ban on Gays in the
U.S. military, although he has since softened that stance.
AllCandrzce Gingrich will lead the parade sitting on the back of a convertible, and could
bring her brother along,
en said.
"She has the option of having one guest ride with her on the car. Ifshe wants to waste it on
her brother, that‘s het
choice," he sniffed.

mulas:Sx gas

Candace Gingrich
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3,000 Gays and
By Pete lacobelli
Associated Press Writer

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
More than 3,000 marchers stood
side—by—side, shouting for Gay and
Lesbian rights on Apr. 8 at the
nation‘s kickoff Pride March.
Gays, Lesbians, family members,
clergy and other supporters turned
out for the 30—minute march to the

Lesbians Joyfully March onS.C. Statehouse

steps of the South Carolina State—
house. Groups from Georgia, Vir—
ginia, North Carolina: and Florida
loudly took part in the Tally, along—
side people from throughout South
Carolina.
f
"We‘ve seen some positive
things and this is just another step
for us," nationally known Lesbian
activist Mandy Carter told the
crowd.

A
Kantrowitz was taunted by pro—
testers when she tried to hand them
purple flowers, and wondered why
such hate persists.
"We are not here to hate," Dav—
enport said. "We are here to love and
share our love with these people who
need our help and guidance."
Austin Watson, a United Meth—
odist Minister in Columbia, took part
in the march along with other clergy
who sympathize with the cause for
Gay and Lesbian rights.
"We read the same Bible they
do," he said. "We just don‘t happen
to believe the same things."
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the wire services discriminate, said
Richard Oppel, Washington, D.C.,
bureau chief for Knight—Ridder
Newspapers and a member of the
society‘s board of directors.
"We‘re trying to be more inclu—
sive in terms of membership and it
makes sense, it‘s logical to expand
other aspects of the bylaws where
newspapers are referred to to include
wire services," Oppel said.

Memorial Day Freedom
Ride Goes to Ovett

Robin Tyler, prominent Lesbian
activist, and Rev. Troy Perry,
. founder of Metropolitan Community
churches, have combined their con—
siderable talents and influenceto
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growth through free thought and respect for
personal beliefs. This church seeks the wisdom of
~ many religious traditions and encourages the
expression of our ideals in service to all people.
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Neshoba Unitarian
Universalist Church

Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Rev. Jean Rowe, Minister
8580 Cordes Circle
(The Brookside Center—off Farmington Blvd.)
Germantown
For More Information call 756—5433

organize a Freedom Ride in support
of Camp Sister Spirit near Oveftt,
Mississippi. One thousand Gays and
Lesbians are expected from all over
the country. They will arrive at
Camp Sister Spirit on Memorial Day
weekend. Both physical help and
monetary donations will help Camp
Sister Spirit in their development of
the land and help pay the expenses
of a lawsuit against the harassment
they have received from neighbors
and the community of Ovett.
"We have marched on Washing—
ton and celebrated 25 years of Stone—
wall in New York. America must
know that this was not a ‘phase of
activism,‘" says Tyler. "I think its
vitally important...to serve notice to
the darker forces in this country that
these [Lesbian] sisters have the right
to purchase and establish their camp
and folkschool anywhere in
America," says Rev. Perry.
For information, call Frank
Zerelli at UFMCC (213) 464—5100
ext. 212 or call Meristem Books.

Gay Man‘s Smile
Triggered Gunshots in
Talk Show Slaying
Jenny Jones Show.
Frank
Amedure,
Scott
Amedure‘s brother who also took
part in the vigil in front of the
ROCHESTER HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — Scott Amedure‘s smile was county courthouse, said the Jenny
Jones program "played a substan—
the last straw.
Jonathan Schmitz told a sheriffs tial role" in his brother‘s death.
"I honestly believe this would
deputy that Amedure "just smiled"
not have happened if it weren‘t for
when asked if it was he who had left
the show‘s methods," he said.
a sexually suggestive note on
"Humiliation is not exactly an
Schmitz‘s front door.
excusable motive for murder,"
Moments later, a witness said,
said Jeffrey Montgomery, presi—
Schmitz returned to Amedure‘s mo—
bile home and fired two fatal rounds dent of the Detroit—based Triangle
Foundation, a Gay advocacy
of buck shot into the 32—year—old
group. "The victim is re—victim—
Gay man.
ized and blamed for his own de—
The note, the smile and the shot—
gun blasts came three days after mise."
During the preliminary hearing,
Amedure, a casual acquaintance,
Schmitz‘s attorneys argued that
surprised Schmitz as his secret ad—
their client‘s confession to police
mirer during taping of The Jenny
should be thrown out because he
Jones Show in Chicago.
was not immediately advised of
Schmitz told deputies he had
his rights.
hoped he would be reunited on the
But Shipper said there was
talk show with an old girlfriend.
ample evidence to hold Schmitz
The details of the moments be—
for trial, including testimony of a
fore the March 9 slaying emerged
Apr. 4 during a preliminary hearing witness, Amedure‘s roommate,
Gary T. Brady.
in Rochester Hills District Court.
Brady said he let Schmitz into
Judge Robert Shipper ordered
the home and directed him to the
Schmitz, 24, held for trial on charges
bathroom, where Amedure was
of first—degree murder and posses—
shaving. After a brief talk with
sion of a firearm in commission of a
Amedure, Schmitz went back to
felony.
his station wagon, saying he was
Schmitz sat stoically between his
going to turn off the engine. He
two attorneys, his hands clasped
again knocked on the front door;
tightly on his lap. If convicted, he
this time, Amedure answered.
faces mandatory life in prison.
"Scott said, ‘Gary, he‘s got a
Schmitz‘s attorneys said they will
gun, he‘s going to shoot me,""
argue at the trial that Schmitz was
Brady testified in a halting voice.
sleep—deprived, that he had been
Brady said Amedure grabbed a
drinking, and that Amedure and the
rattan chair in an attempt to defend
Jenny Jones staff had lied to him
himself. Schmitz, standing on the.
about the show.
stoop, fired the first shot at
The courtroom was full of friends
Amedure. Amedure stepped back
and family of the victim and defen—
a couple of paces toward the
dant. Some sobbed. Others vented
. kitchen, clutching his chest. Brady
their anger with verbal outbursts.
said he ran down the hall to escape,
When spectators returned to the
courtroom after lunch, they were then decided to return. That was
when he heard the second shot.
frisked for weapons. Schmitz‘s law—
He testified Schmitz was "per—
yer, Fred Gibson, said one of
fectly well—composed" before the
Amedure‘s friends had made a
shooting. Clerks at two stores
threatening gesture toward Schmitz.
where Schmitz had bought the gun
In Pontiac, about 20 miles north—
and ammunition also said Schmitz
west of the courtroom, about 50
people shivered in the chill holding appeared calm.
After the shooting, Schmitz
what they said was a vigil for
drove to a service station phone
Amedure.
"I think this is one of the cleanest booth and called 911 to surrender.
In testimony Apr. 4, Oakland
examples of hate crime. There‘s only
County Sheriff‘s Deputy Craig
one reason why Scott Amedure was
Stout said Schmitz told him he
killed, and that‘s because he was
Gay," said Jan Stevenson, executive made the decision to kill Amedure
when he found the note.
director of the Ferndale—based
Affirmations Lesbian/Gay Commu—
"It said something to the effect
of, ‘You want to get it off, you got
nity Center.
to have the right tool. Just ask me.
Stevenson said Gay activists
Guess who?"" Stout said.
were angered by Oakland County
Prosecutor Richard Thompson‘s
refusal to see the killing as a hate
crime. Thompson has said that
Schmitz was "ambushed" by The
By Brian Akre
Associated Press Writer

Wisconsin Broadcaster To Pay $255, 000
By Cassandra Burrell
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Wisconsin religious broadcaster
agreed to pay a $255,000 settlement
but still disputes claims that his na—
tionwide radio campaign prompted
a wire service to fire a reporter be—
cause she is a Lesbian.
The Rev. Vic Eliason said he and
his insurance carrier agreed to pay
reporter Julie Brienza $255,000 in
an out—of—court settlement only to
avoid the expense of further litiga—
tion. She had been Supreme Court
reporter for United Press Interna—
tional.
"I never urged UPI to breach any
contract it had with the plaintiff. In
fact, I had been told by one UPI of—
ficial that she had violated company
regulations and by another that it
appeared she had a conflict of inter—
est," Eliason said Apr. 5 in a state—
ment.
Brienza, 33, of Arlington, Va.,
sued UPI and Eliason in November

1990, claiming Eliason conspired
with other conservative broadcast—
ers to urge thousands of their listen—
ers to call UPI to complain about her
in April 1990. At the time, UPI said
she was dismissed because she vio—
lated company rules about writing
for other publications.
Eliason signed the settlement
agreement Apr. 7, said Lynne
Bernabei, one of Brienza‘s attorneys.
In it, Eliason, head of the Milwau—
kee—based Wisconsin Voice of
Christian Youth Inc., acknowledges
that Gays and Lesbians deserve
equal employment opportunities in
the media, she said.
"Five years ago, the Rev. Vic
Eliason demanded my firing. When
UPI acquiesced, the broadcaster told
his listening audience across the
country, ‘Christianity has tri—
umphed,"" Brienza said at a news
conference. "Part of me today wants
to counter, ‘Gays and Lesbians have
triumphed."
Eliason said he was only con—
cerned about Brienza‘s ability to

write objective news stories.
The incident began in April 1990,
after Brienza, then UPI‘s Supreme
Court reporter, telephoned Eliason
while researching a freelance story
she wrote for a Washington news—
paper directed at the city ‘s Gay com—
munity. She planned to write about
the influence of the "religious right"
on broadcasting.
When Eliason called back,
Brienza answered the phone by say—
ing, "UPI, Julie Brienza." That same
day, Eliason complained to her edi—
tors, questioning whether a Lesbian
could be an objective reporter and
complaining that his broadcasting
company, a UPI subscriber, was
helping finance Brienza‘s work for
a homosexual publication, Brienza
said.
Brienza‘s lawyers said UPI first
resisted Eliason‘s complaints, but
dismissed her after listenersjammed
the news service‘s switchboard with
angry calls.
UPI said Brienza was fired foi
See Reporter on page 22
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Gay Son of Marine Colonel Writes

Discharge

Autobiography
WHITE MARSH, Md. (AP) —
When Marine Col. Fred Peck testi—
fied two years ago that he opposed
Gays in the military even though his
son Scott was a homosexual, the
younger Peck became a cause
celebre.
Scott Peck did 30 interviews in
two days. Book deals followed with
many publishers looking for an
"Amy Fisheresque, let‘s— capitalize—
on—our—15—minutes—of—fame book,"
he said.
But Peck was determined to
write a story true to his life.
In his memoir, All—American
Boy, which hit bookstores last
month, Peck talks about his some—
times—strained relationship with his
father, the violence of his alcoholic
stepfather and his own shame—filled
desire for other men.
Although 26 seems a young age
to pen an autobiography, Peck says
he has lived plenty during that time.
His parents married after he was
born — and after the elder Peck
graduated from the Naval Academy.
But the union between high school
sweethearts soured, particularly
since his father spent so much time
stationed overseas.
When Peck was 6, his parents

divorced and he spent his formative
years in Florida with his mother and
stepfather.
In the book, he writes about hid—
ing behind the family car as his step—
father whipped his mother with his
belt on the front lawn.
At age 15, he witnessed his
mother‘s slow death from cancer,
believing God was punishing him
for his own sexual desires. He stud—
ied to become a fundamentalist
Christian preacher in Florida before
accepting what the church had tried
to convince him was evil: his homo—
sexuality.
"When I was a child, I had to put
on an act," Peck said. "We were the
all—American family, and I was the
all—American boy."
Peck is planning an 11—city tour
to promote the book, which he wrote
over the past year at his home in
White Marsh.
Peck said one of his greatest fears
was that his intimate family account
would hurt his relationship with his
father, who often comes across as a
bravado—filled Marine not often there
for his son.
But the two have grown closer
since the elder Peck‘s testimony two
years ago before a U.S. Senate com—
mittee.

"I didn‘t want to hand my father
270 pages of guilt. I wasn‘t looking
for an apology. I just wanted an ac—
knowledgment, ‘Here‘s everything
you never asked me about. Here‘s
who I am,"" Scott Peck said.
A week after receiving the book,
his father telephoned him.
"I could tell he was nervous.
When he‘s nervous, he talks about
nothing. So we did that for about half
an hour," the younger Peck said.
"And then he said, ‘I read the
book...Guilty as charged."
Scott Peck said the two then had
the most honest conversation oftheir
lives.
"In a perfect world, I wish Scott
had written the book, gotten a tre—
mendous amount of money, and
only printed one copy and gave it to
me," said Fred Peck, 46, deputy di—
rector of public affairs for the U.S.
Marine Corps in Washington.
The elder Peck said he was
pained to know what Scott some—
times thought of him.
"If I were writing the ending, I
would have expanded on the recon—
ciliation," he said. "But then it
wouldn‘t have been the Scott Peck
story. It would have been the Fred
Peck story."
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Lesbian

Mother Heartened in

Court Custody Appeal Case
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) — A former
Torrington woman and Lesbian mother of
two adopted children said she now has more
support and believes her appeal to win
greater visitation rights will be handled
fairly.
The woman‘s case was scheduled to be
heard April 18 by the Wyoming Supreme
Court is the first case the court will be hear—
ing pertaining to a Lesbian mother‘s rights.
"I‘m sure there will be a very emotional
element to this because it is precedent set—
ting," said the woman, whose name is not
being used in the media. "Probably Wyo—
ming as a state is a bit sheltered in terms of
diversity."
The woman said she originally received
custody of her nine—year—old boy and four—
year—old girl after she divorced her husband
in Torrington in 1992. But then the woman
said after her ex—husband learned of her
sexual orientation, he demanded the young—
sters live with him.
The mother agreed to allowher ex—hus—
band to take custody — but she says this
was because she didn‘t feel she had family,
legal or community support at the time.
In 1994 and after her ex—husband sought
to end her visitation rights, the woman said
she found the support she earlier had been

MEMPHIS

missing. In July 1994, however, Wyoming
Eighth Judicial District Judge Keith Kautz ruled
against her.
The mother, who now lives in Lakewood,
Ohio, has appealed to the highest court in the
state.
The children‘s father alleged last year that
his ex—wife and her partrer had sexually abused
the two children, a charge both women vehe—
mently deny.
Kautz wrote that whether or not the sexual
abuse allegations were true, the fact she is a
Lesbian warranted a reduction
rights.
"Homosexuality is generally socially unac—
ceptable, and it is probable that (the children)
will be subject to social difficulties," Kautz wrote
in his 1994 decision.
Kautz restricted the mother‘s visitation rights
to one phone call per week and one weekend
supervised visit every two months. No overnight
visits were allowed and the woman‘s partner was
prohibited from having any contact with the
youngsters.
The mother said while Wyoming calls itself
the Equality State, "certainly the Gay and Les—
bian people wholive there do not feel on a very
equal basis with their heterosexual counterparts
in terms of custody and visitation (rights)."

in her visitation

Lesbians File Discrimination Suit
After Insemination Denied
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A lawsuit ac—
cusing a doctor of discrimination for refus—
ing to provide artificial insemination for a
Lesbian couple pits physicians‘ rights
against patients‘ rights, experts say.
Choosing a physician "is essentially a
contractual agreement in which both parties
have to agree," said H. Leonard Boche, ex—
ecutive director of the Minnesota Board of
Medical Practice. "I don‘t think it‘s under
the category of ‘have to.‘ I think it would be
optional" for the physician.
Patricia Gambill, the attorney for the
Lesbian couple, disagrees. She calls the case
one of clear—cut discrimination. "It‘s a mat—
ter of simple fairness," she said.
In their Hennepin County District Court
suit, Karen Heeney and Julia Beatty say Dr.
Lisa Erhard told them she was uncomfort:
able doing the procedure and advised them
to seek help elsewhere.
"The doctor was willing to inseminate ...
right up until she found out the patient was
part of a Lesbian couple," Gambill said.
"The question strikes me as something
akin to, if this were 1963 and you were black
and you‘re refused service at the lunch
counter (being told), ‘Why don‘t you just
go eat somewhere else?""
Erhard‘s attorney, Rebecca Moos, said
Erhard turned the women away because she
was not experienced with the artificial in—
semination procedure. Erhard denies dis—
criminating against the women, Moos said.
"She (certainly) didn‘t refuse medical
treatment because of sexual orientation,"
Moos said. Erhard offered to be the couple‘s
physician for prenatal services, said Moos.
"She said she‘d care for them if they got
pregnant."
A doctor generally is not obligated to

not discriminate,
professor of law

accept a patient, but also can
said Susan Wolf, an associate
and medicine at the University of Minnesota and
an associate at the university‘s Center for Bio—
medical Ethics.
The case raises an interesting issue for pro—
viders of professional services, said Maury
Landsman, a University of Minnesota law pro—
fessor who specializes in discrimination law.
"As a lawyer, I don‘t think I can say I‘m only
going to serve white people ... or straight people,
he said.
Erhard has since left Ob—
stetrics and Gynecology West
clinic in St. Louis Park for un—
related reasons, Moos said.
Thomas Adams, a lawyer
for the clinic, said it intends
to dispute the facts of the case.
"We don‘t think the case has
any merit either under the facts
or the law."
The plaintiffs declined to
comment on the case and
Gambill wouldn‘t say whether
the women had sought another
physician, or whether one of
them eventually was artifi—
cially inseminated.
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meg with
AIDS
should not be
a financial
challenge...

Coping with a personal crisis
should at least be on your own
terms.
Selling your life insurance policy
can help reduce financial stress
and allow you to regain control
of your personal affairs.
We can help.
Normally, we offer 60 to 80% of
the face value of the policy.
In some instances, we pay more
than 80%. No fees or processing
costs are ever deducted from your

fac

How would you get paid?
Upon accepting our offer, your
money will be placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you.
The full amount will be sent
to you no later than 48 hours
after receiving proof of the requested
changes to your policy.
At Individual Benefits Inc., we care
how you feel about us.. For more
information, please call (anytime):

1 (800) 8003264
—

Individual Benefits Inc.
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AIDS—Athletes Cartoon Causes Controversy in Orem
OREM, Utah (AP) — Some stu—
dents say the atmosphere at Utah
Valley State College in Orem is hos—
tile toward homosexuals, and they
say a school newspaper cartoon on
AIDS and athletes is an example.
The College Times cartoon de—
picted basketball star Magic Johnson
and Olympic diver Greg Louganis
and cited other athletes with AIDS.
A box says: "AIDS and the athletes
who deserve what they got." One
character says, "I can‘t say that I‘m
proud."
"That cartoon was sick," said
student Mariah Barber. She says her
Gay and Lesbian friends are shunned
on campus. "If they say something
about the Gays and Lesbians, people
get up and walk away."
Cartoonist Jonathon Juvenal,
said, "My intent was not to hurt any
feelings. What I was trying to say is
that when famous athletes contract
the HIV virus through immoral ac—
tions, they only become more fa—
‘mous. We should be looking down
on their actions rather than looking
up to them."
College Times editor Tyson Lex

Wheatley was cornered in a hall by
several members of the campus‘ re—
cently organized Gay and Lesbian
club who demanded to know why
the paper had run the cartoon. Two
groups of students also complained
to school President Kerry
Romesburg.
Romesburg advised them to write
a letter to the paper. Sixteen students
later delivered that letter, which said,
"Your political cartoon of March 15
goes beyond bigotry. AIDS is a
death sentence. ... Apparently, a life
choice contrary to the Mormon sta—
tus quo is as reprehensible as mur—
der or treason, the only crimes for
which the death sentence is an op—
tion.
"To the creator of this ‘cartoon,
we say: We wish you education,
enlightenment and everything you
deserve."
Last week, the Utah AIDS Foun—
dation mailed a letter to the editor,
disagreeing with the cartoon and of—
fering to teach about AIDS aware—
ness on the campus.
Earlier in the school year when
Gays and Lesbians organized their
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group, dozens of angry students
spoke out. Posters for the group were
torn down or defaced with sayings
such as "burn in hell."
The Times ran an editorial sup—
porting the right ofany student group
to organize, and that ignited a
firestorm of debate, prompting stu—

dentsto write more letters to the edi—
tor than any other issue in the past
two years, said Wheatley.
One student asked the president
how to derail the club.
. Romesburg replied there was
nothing the student could do. The
day when the majority could censor

a group was the day he‘d quit,
Romesburg said.
Does he believe UVSC is an in—
tolerant place? "I don‘t like the term
tolerant. I would like a more in—
formed attitude on campus,"
Romesburg said. He declined to of—
fer an opinion about the cartoon.

Gay—Rights Advocates Upset by
College GOP Fliers
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) —A Gay—
rights group at Miami University has
criticized the College Republicans
for posting fliers that read
"H82BGAY."
The Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Alli—
ance had declared last week to be
"Gay/Lesbian/Bisxual Awareness
Week."
The fliers, shaped like an Ohio
license plate, were posted on bulle—
tin boards in campus buildings on
Thursday.
More than 100 members or sup—
porters of the Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Alliance marched on a meeting of
the College Republicans on Thurs—
day night to protest the fliers, said
Jason Pfaff, 21, vice president of the
alliance.
"Peoplefelt ‘H8 to be Gay‘ was
anti—Gay," Pfaff said. "A lot of

people thought it preached hatred. I
thought they were preaching igno—
rance."
Carrie Coogan, president of the
College Republicans, made no
apologies for posting the fliers but
said she was sorry if they were mis—
understood.
"In the past, the sexual alliance has
done things I‘ve been offended by. No
one ever apologized to me for their
offensive acts," she said. Coogan said
those acts included Gay "kiss—ins" and
advertisements publicizing "Live Ho—
mosexual Acts on Campus."
"We‘re sorry if people thought
the sign was harassing or that people
feared for their safety. That‘s not
what we intended," she said.
"The sign clearly stated Miami
University College Republicans hate
to be ... it didn‘t say College Repub—

committeeKelleher,
was Superintendent
Josephine
who said she
becameconvincedoftheneedfora
supportgroupaftertwoGaystudents
who
requested that agroupbecre—
atedleftschooltoseekprofessional
help."I‘m delighted," said Christine
Brennan,ahighschoolsocialworkerl i—
whohadsoughtcreationofthea
ance,afterthevote."I‘mgladtohave
theirblessing."
Thegroupwillmeetintheoffice
next
to the principal‘s after school
hours.Brennan
told the committee of
thepressuresGayteensfaceintalk—
ingtotheirpeersabouttheirsexual—

licans hate Gays or want to come
after Gays," Coogan said. "The Gays
are flaunting their sexual preference
around campus and we felt we had
the right to flaunt ours."
Earlier in the week, other signs
advertising a College Republicans
meeting criticized the alliance for
asking students to wear blue jeans if
they supported equal rights for Gays,
bisexuals and Lesbians, Pfaff said.
Those signs said, "Power ties are
red, denim jeans are blue, we won‘t
be wearing jeans on Friday, will
you?" Another sign appeared in the
middle of the week and read, "If you
don‘t support homosexuality, wear
a shirt."
University spokesman Richard
Little said the College Republicans
have not violated any university
rules or policies.

ity. Shealsocitedstatisticsshowing
thatGayandLesbianstudentsmake
upsuicides
nearlyand30aretwo
percenttoofthreetimes
all youth
morelikelytotrykillingthemselves
thantheirpeers.
But committee
member
Gwendolyn
Chattman,
who
voted
againstthegroup,saidshedoubted
theneedforaseparatesupportgroup
forGaystudents.TheHumanRights
Squad,
which
is charged withshouldad—
dressing
issuesofdiversity,
beity.able to handle issues ofsexual—
bestwayI am,totakebeaccepted
toit,"say,"Theshesaid.
‘Here
it or leaveis

High School Establishes Gay Student Group
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WOONSOCKET, RI. (AP) —
Citing the need for a supportive or—
ganization for Gay youth, the school
committee has voted in favor of cre—
ating a Gay student group at the high
school
The committee voted Apr. 13, 3—
1, in favor of creating the group,
© which is among the first Gay student
organizations in Rhode Island.
Among those who spoke to the
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Alliance to Celebrate Summit 4
Submitted by Alliance
During the weekend of June 2,
3, 4, Alliance will be celebrating
its fourth anniversary. Although
this year‘s format will be quite dif—
ferent from others held in Mem—
phis previous years, it will still
retain those longtime traditions
participants enjoy. There will still
be plenty of cocktail parties, food,
bar traveling and socializing, but
with plenty offree time for those
out—of—town participants who
would like to enjoy the sights and
sounds of Memphis, but at a

slower pace. This will be a very
laid—back weekend with a mini—
mum of activities already planned

out for you. For those who live in
Memphis and have never attended

Gay Memphis in

a leather club‘s anniversary cel—
ebration, now is the time!
Friday night, June 2, registra—
tion will begin at 8 P.M. at Club
501, with cocktail parties to fol—
low. Saturday night will include
dinner, anniversary show, cocktail
parties and bar hopping — all for
only a $15 registration fee. Most
of us spend more than that for one
night out not an entire weekend.
Make plans to attend this fun—
filled weekend.
Registration forms will be
available in several local bars or
stop by and see Steve at Club 501.

May Salutes Overton

Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Joyce

Lecsw

Schimenti,

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥

Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

Park with Celebrity Chili Cook—off

Chili in May? Why not? After all,
it‘s an Alliance bar night. Odorless,
colorless and tasteless right down to
the last drop. In preparation for our
anniversary weekend, Summit ‘95,
to be held in Memphis the first week—
end in June, we will hold a bar night
Sat., May 19 at 501 Club. Several
famous, or nearly famous, local
chefs will prepare their chili recipe
and bring them on in. The winner

will receives a cash prize and a free
weekend package for the anniver—
sary. Unlike many other cook—offs,
the guests will consume the chili af—
ter the prize has been awarded. A
cocktail party will also take place:
games, door prizes, and just plain
fun. If you think your chili is wor—
thy of this competition than call the
bar and find out how to enter. It
doesn‘t cost anything!
Summit ‘95 will be a Texas—style
weekend celebrating our fourth anni—
versary. A small $15 fee will include

dinner, breakfast, cocktail parties,
lunch, cocktails, snacks, and more
cocktail parties. (No fee for associates
and honorary members.) Guests are
encouraged to make their own lodg—
ing arrangements. Leather club mem—
bers, you do not even have to wear
those restricting formal uniforms ifyou
do not want to because we are prepar—
ing a laid—back weekend with plenty
of fellowship, food, fun, drink and di—
versity for all. June 3, 4 and 5. Call
Chuck at (901—682—9928 or Victor at
901—358—2089 for more information.

Auction for AIDS Raises Over $24,000
The annual Auction for AIDS
sponsored by Friends for Life HIV
Resources took in over $24,000 in
its eighth outing. About 200 people
braved the cold and rainy afternoon
Apr. 23 to bid on over 300 items and
services donated by businesses for
the live and silent auction.
This year the William R. Eubanks
Interior Design firm donated over
$12,000 in auction items from ped—
estals and beveled mirrors to prints
and paintings. Other notable offer—
ings included two pairs of round—trip
tickets to anywhere in the U.S. do—
nated by American Airlines, a $2500
oriental rug, and a Rohaud keyboard.

Because of the time limitations
imposed by a live auction, this year
many of the values of silent auction
items were both high and moder—
ately priced.
Rock 103‘s morning team mem—
ber Bev Hart was this year‘s sole
auctioneer.
The afternoon was sparked by an
impromptu appearance of Kevin
Maye and Scott Kennedy who ap—
peared at the Comedy Zone later in
the evening as part of the Gay Com—
edy Jam tour sponsored by The Ad—
vocate. Kevin and Scott led a
challenge activity which raised
$1000 from the crowd and was

matched by an additional $1000 by
Dr. Marshall Koonce in memory of
his nephew Jay Koonce who died
earlier this year.
Kevin and Scott also auctioned
off the services of bartender David
Morelli, much to the enjoyment of
the assembled crowd.
Although final precise figures
were not available at press time,
Friends For Life estimates that the
auction brought in more than
$24,000, the net proceeds of which
will be used to fund the agency‘s
programs benefiting people living
with AIDS.

Lambda Center

phis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center, the Memphis Lambda
Center, as well as the Construc—
tion Site and WKRB in Memphis
are all housed between Willett
and McNeil within sight of one an—
other.

Christmas Basket programs which
distribute over 100 food and gro—
cery baskets to the needy in the
Gay, Lesbian and AIDS commu—
nities.
The Apr. 23 show was the first
show in several years to benefit the
MGLCC.

Moves in Next
to MGLCC
The Memphis Lambda Center,
a meeting place for Gay and Les—
bian 12—step groups, including.
Gay and Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous groups, has moved to
1488 Madison in a space directly
adjacent to the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center.
The Center hosts group meet—
ings every night of the week (See
page 26 for a schedule.)
The move brings to five, the
number of Gay and Lesbian busi—
nesses or organizations in a two
block strip of Madison. Holy Trin—
ity Community Church, the Mem—

"The Briggs“ Little Bar In Town"

102 NorthCleveland + 725—8 156
CROSSROADS DAILY SPECIALS
Manic Monday
6—9 "Let‘s Be Happy Hour"
Toofer Tuesday
6—9 Premium Beer 2 for $1.75
Wacky Wednesday 6—9 Clyde‘s Surprise Specials
Terrible Thursday 6—9 25¢ Draft
Frazzled Friday
7—9 Draft Pitchers $2.50
Super Saturday 9—10:30 "Showtime Specials" |
Longnecks — $1.00
Draft — 25¢ per cup
Set—Up — 50¢
Sensational Sunday 11—12 Free Screwdrivers
& Bloody Marys
12—6 Happy Hour
6—9 Draft Pitchers $2.00

Aphrodite
Raises $1200+
for MGLCC
A packed crowd at WKRB
raised over $1200 for the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter on Apr. 23.
Aphrodite produces several
shows a year which benefit a vari—
ety of causes. The fall show bene—
fits their Thanksgiving and

Billy Fant Dies
Billy Thomas Fant, 35, former
bar manager of J—Wag‘s and Re—
flections died at Methodist Hospi—
tal Apr. 23 as a result of respiratory
failure.
Graveside services were held at
Hillcrest Cemetery in Holly
Springs. He is survived by his par—
ents, Juanita and Billy Fant, and
his grandmother, Flora.

Saturday Nights
9:30 —10:30
SHOWTIME —
with the
Crossroads Dreamgirls

hSul

(Submitted by Alliance LL.
Memphis)

Gay

Sex

in

By Karen Matthews
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A decade
after many of New York City‘s Gay
bathhouses and sex clubs were shut
down to prevent AIDS, they‘re back,
along with fierce arguments among
Gay men over what to do about them.
Some activists say the govern—
ment should monitor sexual activity
in such clubs because the survival
of a new generation of Gay men is
at stake. They want to forbid all oral
and anal sex, whether or not
condoms are used.
Opponents of a crackdown say
there‘s nothing wrong with men hav—
ing sex in bars and clubs as long as
they‘re using condoms. They say
men are just as likely to have unsafe
sex with a lover in a bedroom as with
a stranger in a back room.
In the mid—1980s, New York, San
Francisco and other cities closed
bathhouses and other clubs where
oral and anal intercourse without
condoms had been common long
before AIDS.
The action followed a bruising
debate pitting club supporters, in—
cluding many Gay political leaders,
against other prominent Gay men,

nju

New York Clubs
such as And the Band Played On
author Randy Shilts. He felt the clubs
had to be closed to slow the AIDS
epidemic.
Now, while the city doesn‘t have
an official count, activists estimate
there are 30 to 50 clubs in New York
where sex is occurring.
Many are a new type of club that
emerged at the end of the 1980s,
"essentially mutual masturbation or
group masturbation places,"said Jim
Eigo, a writer and AIDS activist who
was one of 400 people at a commu—
nity forum held to debate the issue
in March.
"There‘s very little anal sex, and
all the anal sex that I see in these
clubs is protected," he said.
The debate flared in February,
when the West Side Club opened in
New York. It‘s a 1970s—style bath—
house with private cubicles where
patrons‘ sexual practices can‘t be
monitored.
Gabriel Rotello, former editor of
the now—defunct Gay magazine
Outweek, wrote in New York
Newsday that during a visit to an—
other sex club, Zone DK, he had
witnessed "a murder—suicide" —
two men having unprotected sex.
Rotello and others are campaign—
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ing to force the clubs to comply with
the state health code, which prohib—
its oral, anal or vaginal sex in com—
mercial establishments.
Neither Paul Gallucio, who owns
the West Side Club, nor Michael
Fesco, promoter of Zone DK, re—
turned repeated calls.
AIDS activists who oppose a
crackdown complain that the state
health code makes no distinction
between sex with and without a
condom.
"As long as the law remains un—
c hanged, to enforce it is to campaign
against public sex, not unsafe sex,"
said Michael Warner, who wrote a
Village Voice story called "Why Gay
Men Are Having Risky Sex."
Opponents of a crackdown say
that for Gay men, having sex where

Fierce

Debate

and with whom one chooses is a
hard—fought right.
"We do not believe that the gov—
ernment has a role in telling adults
what they can do sexually," said
Marc Elovitz, an attorney at the
American Civil Liberties Union‘s
national AIDS project. "To invite the
government to do so is to bring the
repressive forces of the state on us."
The city said it has been enforc—
ing the health code and has more
than 30 sex—club inspectors.
The city‘s position was called
into question by a Jan. 23 Daily
News editorial quoting Health De—
partment
spokesman
Steve
Matthews as saying the city was
treading lightly in cracking down on
the clubs for fear of appearing
homophobic.

Shortly after the editorial ap—
peared, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
fired Matthews.
Dr. Margaret Hamburg, the city ‘s
health commissioner, denied that a
fear of appearing homophobic had
slowed the city‘s response. But
Hamburg said the city must proceed
cautiously to make sure that any club
closings stand up to court challenges.
Whether because of the city‘s ef—
forts or the activists‘ — or both — it
seems that at least in the short term,
sex clubs are changing their practices.
Daily News columnist Amy
Pagnozzi donned a fake mustache to
accompany two men to Zone DK
and found it had "cleaned up its act,
for the time being." She reported that
activity she witnessed "never got
hotter than a high school hooky
party."

Louisiana Attorney:
Misdemeanor,
By Alan Sayre
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Take
this case: a heterosexual solicits in—
tercourse from a prostitute. The pos—

Unless Gay, Then

sible penalty is six months in jail.
But there is also this case: A ho—
mosexual solicits oral sex. The pos—
sible penalty is five years in prison.
For that reason, the Louisiana
Supreme Court was told Apr. 10, a
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Felony

law banning the solicitation of an
unnatural sex act is aimed specifi—
cally at homosexuals and should be
thrown out as unconstitutional.
At issue was the 1992 arrest of a
man in New Orleans who was
charged with offering an undercover
police officer $20 for oral sex.
Johnny Baxley has never been tried
for soliciting an unnatural sex act, a
felony, because the case has been
bouncing around court.
Last July, Criminal District Judge
Calvin Johnson ruled the law uncon—
stitutional, saying that because the
offense carries felony penalties,
while soliciting prostitution is a mis—
demeanor with a lighter maximum
sentence, it discriminates against
homosexuals illegally.
Louisiana‘s sodomy law defines
"unnatural sex" as just about any—
thing other than standard hetero—
sexual intercourse.
Assistant District Attorney Mark
Pethke contended that Johnson could
not throw out the case on the basis
of a possible sentence until a con—
viction had been obtained.
"It is now a hypothetical situa—
tion that simply may not arise,"
Pethke argued in asking the court to
throw out Johnson‘s ruling and or—
der a trial.
Pethke also said the law does not
discriminate along lines of sexual
preference. For example, he said a
heterosexual woman arrested for
soliciting oral sex from a male also
would face a felony charge.
But defense attorney John Rawls
said the state‘s intention was clearly
to target homosexuals, who he said
"are trapped in their sexual orienta—
tion and can‘t do anything about it."
"What right does the state have
to say that one type of sex for sale is
10 times worse than another type of
sex for sale," Rawls argued. "The
law ... is here to say that Lesbians
and Gay people are scum."
see Felony on page 22
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NOW, WEVL FM
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Expert Warns

Powerful Strains .

unless you have multiple contacts
BOSTON (AP) — Four strains with one infected person or you have
bad luck with fewer contacts," Essex
of an AIDS—causing virus usually
spread through sexual intercourse said.
The four strains also are transmit—
between men and women has in—
ted easily through blood—to—blood
fected millions in Asia and Africa,
and will come to the United States contact.
The B strain has infected hetero—
if it hasn‘t already, a scientist
sexuals, homosexuals and people
warned.
The strains of HIV, known as A, who take drugs intravenously.
The test that detects HIV in
C, D and E, are a far greater threat
blood, which Essex helped develop,
to heterosexual partners than the B
strain that is prevalent in the United does not detect differences in strains,
so it is not known if the A, C, D and
States and Europe, Max Essex, a vi—
E types have caused infections in the
rologist who chairs the Harvard
United States, he said.
AIDS Institute, said Wednesday.
"We really don‘t know if they are —
The four strains that have infected
in the U.S. It‘s logical to assume that
an estimated 15 to 30 million people,
they should be," he said at a confer—
most of them in Africa and Asia, are
ence on AIDS in New England held
transmitted once in every 10 to 40
at the John F. Kennedy Library.
sex acts among heterosexuals, Essex
The strains will come here if they
said.
The B strain is transmitted once _ haven‘t already, he said. One per—
in every 500 or— 1,000 sexual acts son at the conference suggested the
most likely route would be from
among heterosexuals.
"Your odds of being infected Thailand to Hawaii to the mainland.
However Harold Jaffe, head of
(with the B strain) are not real high

the AIDS Division of the Center for
Disease Control, said there is no evi—
dence the four strains exist in the
United States or are coming soon.
"The virus has clearly been in
Africa for 20 years, and it hasn‘t
swept through the United States,"
Jaffe said. "To say that it will change
the course of the epidemic here is
highly speculative."
An estimated 1.5 million people
in the United States, including
30,000 to 35,000 residents of Mas—
sachusetts, are infected with HIV,
and Essex urged nationwide screen—
ing to determine if the four strains
are here.
He said researchers should seek
to develop a vaccine thatwill work
against all strains of HIV.
f
Jaffe agreed that would be best,
but added, "At the moment, most
people would be happy to have pro—
tection against any one strain."
The test used at blood banks in
this country detects all strains of
HIV, he said, but cannot identify the

of AIDS Development
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A new
test could help doctors predict how
quickly people infected with the
AIDS virus will develop the disease,
University of Pittsburgh researchers
said.
The test, reported in Saturday‘s
issue of the Annals of Internal Medi—
cine, may also help doctors deter—
mine the best treatment for each
patient, said Dr. John Mellors, the
director of the Pitt Treatment Evalu—
ation Unit, which developed the test.
The test, branched DNA signal
amplification, measures the amount
of human immunodeficiency virus
in the blood.
"It looks like a very strong pre—
dictor," said Dr. Steven Schnittman
of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.
Doctors now track HIV infec—
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tions by keeping count of the im—
mune system cells that are attacked
by the virus. Patients frequently de—
velop AIDS symptoms when the
number of immune system cells
drops.
By using the test to determine
HIV levels, and therefore when pa—
tients are likely to develop AIDS
symptoms, doctors could treat them
before their immune system cell—
counts decline.
The test also could allow doctors
to postpone treatment for people
whose virus levels are low, sparing
them the side effects of AIDS medi—
cations.
Mellors said people with high
levels of HIV soon after infection are
likely to develop AIDS within five
to seven years, while those with
lower virus levels remain symptom—
free longer.
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Part 13
Fiction by Jim Norcross
Bobby and Paul lay naked in bed,
their arms and legs wrapped around
each other, beads of sweat glisten—
ing on their backs. It was close to
noon on Sunday. The comforter, pil—
lows and clothes were strewn about
the room.
"That was wonderful!" Paul said,
kissing his lover and snuggling
closer. "No, it was more than that.
What‘s another word for something
that‘s better than wonderful?"
"How about well—layed?" Bobby
grinned and slapped Paul on the but—
tocks. "Now, how about going
downstairs and getting the paper. I
want to see what the Dallas Cow—
boys did in their last game."
Paul rolled his eyes, put the back
of one hand to his forehead, and said
in a Scarlett O‘ Hara accent, "Oh, I‘d
love to, but you see, I‘m just com—
pletely worn to a frazzle." He rolled
over and pulled a sheet about him.
"No, you don‘t. You‘re not get—
ting away with that. It‘s your turn to
fix breakfast." Bobby pulled the
sheet off and pushed Paul off the bed.
Then, still naked, Bobby got up and
began doing his push—ups. He looked
at Paul. "When are you going to start
doing these with me? You keep
promising, but you never get around
to it."
"Maybe tomorrow," —said Paul,
still with the Southern drawl.
"Tomorrow is another day." He
threw a pillow at Bobby, after which
he put on his blue terry cloth robe
and went downstairs for the paper.
Returning, he threw the paper on the
bed. "Sorry, but the Cowboys lost."
Paul went downstairs to start the
coffee.
Suddenly Bobby bounded into
the kitchen waving the newspaper.
"Look at this. Did you see the front
page?" He spread the newspaper out
on the counter beside Paul, and
pointed to the lower right—hand cor—
ner. "Read this."
Paul read aloud: "Son of Promi—
nent Minister Arrested in Shooting
of Patrolman." Ralph ‘Moose‘
Stoball, son of the Reverend Adrian
Stoball, pastor of Great Paradise
Baptist Church, was arrested last
night as a suspect in the shooting of
Patrolman John DeBerry. DeBerry
was off duty when he happened upon
a robbery in progress at the 7/11
store, Forty—Seventh and Main. The
suspect was traced with the help of
an eyewitness, who saw Stoball
leaving the scene in an older model
green Oldsmobile, and got the li—
cense number. Patrolman DeBerry
remains in critical condition at St.
Joseph‘s Hospital."
"Can you believe that?" said
Bobby.
"That‘s the student who con—
spired with my ex—wife to get you

fired from your coaching job, isn‘t
it? What happens now?"
"Who knows? But talk about a
great day!" He leaned over and
kissed Paul, pulling at his robe.
"Screw breakfast! Let‘s go back to
bed. I feel great!"
se oe oles ole oke
In the early hours of Sunday
morning, Claudia Howard stood on
the deck of the New Moon Lodge
sipping coffee as she watched the
sun rise over the lake. The light
shimmered. on the water. An egret
squawked an alarm, then fluttered
off through the mist to a new perch
in the trees. Claudia‘s lover Michelle
(Mike) had left in the boat to check
her trout lines. The two had quar—
reled the previous evening, but this
morning while both were still half
asleep, they had made love.
Mike was having trouble accept—
ing Claudia‘s efforts to become
pregnant by means of artificial in—
semination. A big part of the prob—
lem was the fact that Paul Brady,
Claudia‘s old high school beau, was
the semen donor. Mike wanted a
child as much as Claudia did, and
they had discussed in depth the mat—
ter of becoming parents. Both had
agreed also, in terms of heredity, that
Paul would be the ideal donor. Af—
ter Paul agreed to contribute the
specimens, however, Mike began to
resent Paul‘s involvement. She liked
Paul as a person all right, and knew
that Claudia and Paul, contrary to
popular belief, had never been inti—
mate while dating. She simply re—
sented the fact that Paul was able to
do something for Claudia that she
couldn‘t.
Claudia felt a strong need to talk
with her mother. Since the death of
her father, and since her mother had
been diagnosed with cancer, pres—
ently considered in remission,
Claudia and her mother had become
closer. She picked up the phone and
called her mother. Orlena Howard
answered promptly, but with slight
alarm considering the hour.
"Is everything all right, Claudia?
It‘s so early."
"I‘m sorry. I needed to talk to
you, and thought I‘d eall before you
left to open the shop." Orlena oper—
ated a small gift shop, specializing
in jewelry.
"Did I wake you?"
"No, but Leonard — I mean, Dr.
Brady — and I went out to dinner
last night, and I stayed out later than
I intended."
"Mother, are you and Paul‘s fa—
ther getting serious? I love it! The
family tried for years to get Paul and
me together, and that didn‘t work. —
Now the two of you are dating. You
have my blessing, but it‘ll take a little
getting used to."
"Oh," said Orlena, pleased but
somewhat embarrassed. She

changed the subject. "What did you
want to talk to me about?"
"Mother, maybe this pregnancy
isn‘t such a good idea. Mike resents
Paul‘s involvement. We talked about
everything for months, agreed on
everything, but now she‘s depressed
because she‘s not able to give me
the baby we both want. I don‘t know
what to do."
"Honey, I can‘t help you in this.
You‘re sailing uncharted waters as
far as my own experience is con—
cerned. I don‘t know anything about
artificial insemination, and it‘s not
Dr. Brady‘s field. You and Mike will
just have to talk it through. I know
Mike loves you. I know the child will
be loved by both of you, by Paul and
Bobby, by the two guys across the
lake..."
"Gordon and David, yes."
"Just keep making sure Mike
knows you love her."
"I think Dr. Brady‘s having
trouble with this, too. Do you think
he‘ll come to accept the idea... love
the baby?"
"Just give him time, Claudia. I
feel sure it will all work out. You‘ll
see."
"Thanks, Mother. Thank you for
understanding and for being there for
me. Love you." Then, in a chiding
voice, she added, "Say hello to
Leonard — 1 mean, Dr. Brady —
for me. That is, if you happen to see
him." Claudia giggled. "If you two
were to get married, what would that
make you — a double grand—
mother?"
Orlena laughed.
"Anyway, thanks again."
Claudia went inside, refilled her
coffee cup, and then returned to the
deck. Shielding her eyes, she looked
. out over the water for Mike, and saw
the boat approaching from across the
lake. Mike was holding up a string
of fish and waving wildly. A warm
glow passed through Claudia. Yes,
everything was going to work out.
She was sure of it. Mother had said
so, and mothers always know best.
atea eo ok
* At St. Joseph‘s Hospital early
Sunday morning, Frank sat holding
the hand of Patrolman John
DeBerry. Tubes were pumping flu—
ids in, draining other fluids out.
Frank had been at the hospital all
night, and his pink linen Liz
Claiborne dress was rumpled; his
blond hair was disheveled. He was
beginning to worry that his beard
was showing through the makeup.
Still, he didn‘t want to leave
Johnny‘s side.
A young male nurse knocked and
entered. Frank recognized him from
the Colony Club because the boy
was there almost every night seldom
missing a turn on the dance floor.
The two of them exchanged a polite
nod of recognition.
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"Hello," the nurse said, smiling,
extending his hand. "Is there any—
thing I can do? My name is Chet."
He tidied up the room a little, fluffed
up the pillows. He jerked his head
toward Johnny. "I‘ve never seen him
at the bar. Does he go out much?"
"He‘s straight,"said Frank. "I
told the doctors I was his fiancee.
Please don‘t give me away. It‘s so
important to me. Johnny doesn‘t
know about me — that I‘m not a fe—
male." Frank shifted nervously in his
chair.
_
"And his mother? Does she
know? She was in here yesterday."
"I met her. She was pretty upset.
She‘s elderly and doesn‘t see too
well, so I think I got past her inspec—
tion. But Johnny has a son who ap—
parently hasn‘t come to the hospital
yet."
K‘Oh.”

Frank on the shoulder. "I envy you,
you know. Wish I had somebody to
love." He walked to the door with a
tray. "Hang in there," he said. "I‘m
pulling for you."
Alone again with Johnny, Frank
stroked

his forehead.

his small purse and began to twist it.
"Please! Johnny‘s so special to me.

hate

afraid I‘d lose you if you knew the
truth." Frank smeared his mascara
trying to control his tears.
Then Johnny stirred and appeared
to be trying to talk. Frank bent close
in an effort to hear. "Yes, Johnny?
What

is

it?

I‘m

here.

It‘s

me,

Frankie."
Johnny did not respond.
"I‘m

here,

Forgive
Please

me

Johnny.
for

don‘t

not

love

you.

telling

I

you.

hate

me.

Please....

stirred

and

muttered

please!"
Johnny
something.

Frank took a handkerchief from

"Don‘t

me, Johnny, for not telling you. I was

Frankie

leaned

close

again. "Yes, Johnny? I‘m here. What
is it?"
"I

know,

Frank searched the nurse‘s face. "I

know...

was going to tell Johnny, but I just

doesn‘t matter."

didn‘t

and fell; he slumped back on the pil—

get

a chance..."

His

voice

hand

I‘ve

toward

Johnny

reached

trailed off.

a

Frankie."

find out..."

If the doctors were to

always
His

I‘ll help any way I can." Chet patted

To be continued.

"I

known.

It

hand relaxed

lows, silent, exhausted.

"No sweat. We‘re sisters, right?

Frank.

Meristem To Celebrate
Nat‘l

Feminist Bookstore

SAN FRANCISCO— Over a
hundred feminist bookstores
across the United States and
Canada have joined together to
celebrate the first annual National
Feminist
Bookstore
Week
(NFBW) May 13—20, 1995. The
event will draw attention to the
contributions of feminist book—
stores both in their local and na—
tional book communities.
In Memphis, Meristem Books
will be celebrating NFBW with a
celebration of mothers and daugh—
ters featuring local writers. In
Edmonton, Orlando Books will
honor the release of a locally pub—
lished manual for survivors of
sexual harassment. In Houston,
Inklings Bookstore will provide
in—store music with Alaskan—based
singer—songwriter Libby Rodrick.
In Arlington Heights, III., Prairie
Moon will celebrate NFBW with
a book party for the recently pub—
lished Women—Centered Economy.
National Feminist Bookstore
Week is sponsored by the Femi—
nist Bookstores Network and grew
out of a working session at the
Feminist Bookstores Strategic
Planning Conference last October.
The goals of the week are to draw
attention to the importance of the
work that feminist bookstores do

* to empower women to change
their lives and to change the
world by distributing books and
other information
* to create women—centered space
in every community
* to promote feminist books and
publishing
* to educate our communities
about feminist bookstores as lo—
cal resources
* to educate our community and re—
mind the publishing industry
about the importance of feminist
bookstores and their impact on
what books are published, a con—
cern that is of particular impor—
tance as corporate chain
bookstores have an ever—larger
influence on which books are
(and are not) published and pro—
moted, and
® to celebrate feminist bookstores‘
25—year history as the informa—
tion arm of the women‘s move—
ment.
The Feminist Bookstore Net—
work is an association of 115 femi—
nist bookstores nationwide that are
committed to helping one another
survive and thrive through the
massive
changes
in
the
bookselling and publishing indus—
tries. Recent projects included the
strategic planning conference and
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Week in May

publishing 300,000 copies of the
first national Feminist Bookstores‘
Fall Catalog, a full—color 40 page

catalog that featured 159 books
from 113 publishers, and 115
feminist bookstores. It was the

largest single promotion of femi—
nist books undertaken to date in
the U.S.
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Midtown Galleries and
Auction
Owners Tomm Walden and
David Stearns saw several needs
to be filled when they took pos—
session of the literal corner of Coo—
per and Young. Memphis had no
auction house and an outlet for
local artists was needed. The re—
sult is Midtown Galleries. The
auction aspect has not grown but
interest has. David Stearns is a reg—
istered Interior Designer and pro—
vides interior design services.
Tomm Walden brings over a de—
cade of experience in the antique
business. A specialty is painted
furniture. Another specialty is rea—
sonable prices. The large double
storefront has big windows facing

Kris

F.

both Cooper and Young and keeps
late hours on Fridays and Satur—
days. The owners strive to include
the new and unusual and to keep
different items moving in and out
all the time. The items are limited
to no single period or style.
Fine art by local artists is al—
ways showcased but frequently the
space is given over to an exhibi—
tion of a large body of work by one
or more artists. A case in point is
a retrospective of the work of Kris
F. Hanley, costumer and artist,
who died suddenly last fall. The
artist‘s paintings, drawings and
costume examples will be shown
during the month of May. The
space will incorporate fine furnish—
ings and antiques among the
works. Midtown Galleries is a sup—
porter of Memphis Pride.

Hanley

Not Quite Paris
Not Quite Paris is a tiny store
across from Zinnie‘s East in Mid—
town. Walter "Paris" Partridge, a
former Yves St. Laurent model,
who recently moved back to Mem—
phis operates this shop. It contains
the works of several Memphis art—
ists plus interesting Art Deco,
glass pieces and furniture. Diane
Levy, a local artist of some repute,
Marilyn Califf, Kathy Edmondson
and the owner‘s works are all ob—
tainable there. In addition to vari—
ous interesting period pieces, it is
also an outlet for display pedestals
and decorative reproductions, pro—
duced locally, which can be fin—
ished to suit any room. Faux
finishes are available on many of
the new pieces and the conversa—
tion can be most enjoyable.

Retrospective

Paintings, Drawings, Watercolors and Costumes
April 27—May 20, 1995

Midtown Galleries
960 S. Cooper at Young

Sailor Sues Over ‘Don‘t Ask,
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — A ho—
mosexual sailor based in Norfolk
asked a federal court Tuesday to
block his scheduled discharge, con—
tending that the Pentagon‘s "don‘t
ask, don‘t tell" policy on Gays vio—
lates his free—speech rights.
Lt. j.g. Richard "Dirk" Selland,
who has waged a high—profile cam—
paign against the military‘s policy
on homosexuals, is scheduled to be
discharged April 28.
Selland is a supply officer from
Maryland. He filed suit in federal
court in Baltimore to block the ac—
tion.
Last month, a federal judge in
New York ruled that the Pentagon‘s

policy on Gays in the military is un—
constitutional, and he stopped dis—
charge proceedings against six
servicemen. The U.S. Justice De—
partment said it would appeal the rul—
ing.
Challenges to the military policy
are pending in a growing number of
federal courts across the nation.
The sole element of the Navy‘s
case against him, Selland argues, is
his statement in 1993 that he is a ho—
mosexual; the Navy has never pro—
vided evidence that he has engaged
in a homosexual act.
The Pentagon says its policy is
designed to punish only homosexual
acts, but it has moved to discharge

Administration
Military—Gays
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration has decided
to appeal a federal judge‘s ruling that
its "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy on
Gays in the military is unconstitutional.
Solicitor General Drew S. Days
decided to take the case to the U.S.
2nd Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York, Justice Department spokes:
man Joe Krovisky announced Thurs—
day.
A week ago, U.S. District Judge
Eugene Nickerson in New York, the
first federal judge to rule on Presi—
dent Clinton‘s policy, barred the

Don‘t Tell Military Policy

several servicemen and women
based on statements of their sexual
orientation. The policy says such
statements create a presumption that
the member has committed or will
commit homosexualacts, though the
member can present evidence to re—
but that.
Selland first declared his homo—
sexuality more than two years ago,
disclosing it to his skipper aboard the
attack submarine Hammerhead in
Norfolk.
He cameforward, Selland says
now, because he expected that Presi—
dent Clinton would fulfill a cam—
paign promise to lift the military‘s
ban on service by Gays. He hoped
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Ruling

Pentagon from discharging six ho—
mosexuals.
The judge said the policy violates
the constitutional rights to free
speech and equal protection of the
law. "The policy ... is not only in—
herently deceptive, it also offers
powerful inducements to homosexu—
als to lie," Nickerson said.
The government, Nickerson said,
failed to prove its key argument that
homosexuals, by their presence, can
harm a military unit‘s cohesion.
Under the "don‘t ask, don‘t tell,
don‘t pursue" policy, Gays can serve

as long as they keep their sexual ori—
entation to themselves and do not
engage in homosexual acts. Other—
wise, they can be honorably dis—
charged. In addition, commanders
may not ask a service member his
or her sexual orientation.
The Clinton administration
adopted the policy in 1993 as a com—
promise between the views of Gay—
rights advocates and those flatly
opposed to Gays in the military. Pre—
viously, the Pentagon rooted out
homosexuals as a threat to morale
and fighting ability.

Clinton Policy

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pre—
dicting that federal courts will uphold
the administration‘s don‘t—ask—don‘t—
tell policy on Gays in the military, Sen.
Sam Nunn said Apr. 5 there‘s no need
for Congress to revisit the issue.
Nunn, a Democrat, was chairman
of the Senate Armed Services Com—
mittee in 1993 when it held extensive
hearings on the issue of homosexuals
in the military and crafted legislation
to implement the new policy.
A federal judge in New York last
month declared the Clinton policy un—
constitutional, prompting some law—
makers, including House Speaker
Newt Gingrich of Marietta, to suggest
Congress should reinstate the outright
ban on Gays in the military.
Gingrich Jater backed off that sug—
gestion, saying that Congress likely
will not tamper with the policy if it‘s
upheld on appeal. The new GOP chair—
men of the House and Senate commit—
tees withjurisdiction over the Pentagon
also expressed little interest in revisit—
ing the issue.
Nunn, in a speech on the Senate
floor, said the Supreme Court is far
more likely to uphold the Clinton

had several onshore assignments,
earning praise for his work from su—
periors.
Selland currently works as a
deputy director of the Fleet Indus—
trial Supply Center in Norfolk.

Will Appeal

Nunn Predicts Appeals Court Will Affirm

By David Pace
Associated Press Writer

to get his commanding officer‘s help
in stopping harassment by other sail—
ors who suspected his homosexual—
ity, he says.
But instead of getting help,
Selland was ordered off the Ham—
merhead, where he had been work—
ing as supply officer. He since has

policy than the previous ban on Gays
in the military, since the new policy is
based on an extensive legislative
record.
"The policy on homosexuality in
the armed services is on much stron—
ger ground than it was prior to the en—
actment of this legislation," he said.
Prior to the Clinton presidency,
recruits were routinely asked about
their sexual preference and any recruit,
enlistee or officer who declared homo—
sexuality was immediately discharged.
Under the new policy, recruits are
not asked about their sexual preference
and homosexuals may remain in the
service as long as they keep their sta—
tus private and obey all codes of con—
duct.
In declaring the new policy uncon—
stitutional, the federal judge in New
York ignored the language in the leg—
islation and allowed his own views of
homosexuality to dictate his analysis,
Nunn said.
Nunn said the judge also ignored
two federal appeals court rulings on °
the issue and disregarded the Supreme
Court‘s mandate that courts defer to
Congress when reviewing military
cases.
"There are over 600 district court
judges in the United States and it was

Metropolitan
Community Church

SUNDAY MORNINGS, 11:00 AM
MGLCC, 1486 MADISON, MEMPHIS

predictable that some district judge,
somewhere in the country, would rule
this statute unconstitutional," Nunn
said. ‘That does not mean, though, that
the upper courts will uphold this."
McN
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International Massage
Association Member
377—7701
By Appointment
Tuesday — Friday
Standard Relaxing Massage
Olympic/Sports Massage
Customized Gift Certificates
Neck & Low Back Pain
Outcalls to Area Homes & Hotels
Corporate/On—Site Massage
Some Discounts Available
Holistic Counseling
A Leading Provider of Therapeutic
Massage for the Mid—South Since 1987
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The Lusty Month of May
Whats the difference between
a Daddy and a Santa Claus?
We are not discussing Jim

any extra—curricular activities but
we imagine that there will be a
lot of rimminiscin‘. Celebrity

Norcross either.

contestants and judges will con—
stitute the centerpiece of the
evening with a Chili Cook—Off.
We hope the chili is good from
all quarters, the jalapenos and
Alka Seltzer plentiful and we can
rely, as we usually can with Alli—
ance, on a campy ole good time.
Date: Sat. May 20.
R.I.P.—Mad Dog Mary‘s.
Which causes us to question,
what has happened to HOOP?
MGLCC raised over $100 at
their yard sale. Video nights will
be returning soon and the center
realized $1,200 from the
Aphrodite fund—raiser on April
23. The show was wonderful as
usual and we shared a table with
long time heart—throb Rick Bray
and his partners in feminist frol—
ics, Susan MacKenzie and Vir—
ginia Stallworth. Susan totes a
very fast camera and she captured
Bette Hefner in several interest—

The Dirt
For those of you who have
wondered what happened to all
of those Rainbow Recipes for the
Cookbook fund—raiser, fear not.
They have not gone to that great
3x5 card in the sky (or in the
dustbin). The Pipeline and Pi—
pettes are planning to showcase
some of these around the annual
4th of July fund—raiser. Like ev—
erywhere else, volunteers to help
finish out this project would be
welcome. Check at the Pipeline.
The Pipeline will have another
Underwear/Flashlight Night on
May 20 at 10 p.m.
Alliance, in preparation for
their next run which will be the
first weekend in June, will hold a
bar night tribute to Overton Park.
We do not know if 501/505 will
be providing any extra bushes for
Pascoe mita cr as

airy

FREE Rent!
It‘s the Rent—A—Center Rent One,
Get One FREE offer!
You pay the first weelcs rent, we pay the next
week‘s. Choose from our huge selection of furni—
ture, TVs, VCRs, stereos, appliances, and more!
Every rental includes free delivery and service
and there‘s no credit required. With a week of
free rent, there‘s only one place to go.

132 N. Avalon
901 — 726 — 6111

ing poses. Yes, Hefner has worn one or two of the costumes are
a dress at least twice in the last available for sale. Midtown Gal—
50 years.
» leries is smack on the corner of
Not to be outdone, the Mem— Cooper and Young.
phis Lambda Center, MGLCC‘s
Amnesia Beach will reopen
next door neighbor, will have a with a gala event May 21 with
Treasure Chest Yard Sale Sat. poolside male dancers and a
May 6, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
happy hour starting at 6 p.m.
Aside
It isn‘t easy being Lois Lane
but it has been a hoot being
Wanda Wilson‘s twin sister.
You Want More?
Paul Kelly was, as usual, a big
buyer at the Friends For Life auc—
tion. The event raised over
$24,000. One of the "Living" or
"Services" items was bartending
services by David Morelli and
Paul carried him off. Well, at least
they were seen at the Gay Com—
edy Jam after the auction. Come—
dians Kevin Maye & Scott
Kennedy (the Mutt & Jeff of Gay
Comics—oh, go ask Bill Kendall
who that is, pinhead) had per—
formed the dirty deed (auctioned
him) and got to see the result
(well, at least the preamble). Six
months after their first perfor—
mance the comedy/partner/duo
drew a substantial crowd at the
Comedy Zone.
The Construction Site will un—
dergo major spring cleaning dur—
ing May and will emerge with a
new look. The Walt Peters Me—
morial Corrugated Metal has dis—
appeared already and we hope for
new things. The first big event we
know of is a Wings fund—raiser
during the Alliance run the first
weekend in June.
We must mention again the
Kris Hanley Retrospective at
Midtown Galleries. For those of
you with long memories, several
costumes and pieces from the old
GOPS (Gays on Poplar Street)
Balls have been brought out of
mothballs. These date from the
late 70s, early 80‘s. Both art and

Pride Stuff
OK! It‘s time to put your butt
where your mouth is...er....your
Pride where your butt
is...your self at
a
Pride
Meeting.
That‘s it.
Memphis
Pride will
meet, as
usual, on
May 6 at
10 a.m. at
MGLCC.
This month
we will be as—
signing volunteers to various
committees and segments of the
Pride Parade and Festival. Mem—
phis has never seen a Parade this
large from our community and
the Festival will surpass the best
GayFest we ever had on Mud Is—
land. Wanna do a float? There‘s
still time. And, for those timid
souls among us, NOW (National
Organization for Women), P—
FLAG (Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays) and several
AIDS service organizations will
march in the Parade. You can
show your support for our com—
munity by joining any of these or—
ganizations (who will be a mix—
ture of Gay/Les and non—Gay
friends) and thereby joining the
Parade. We even have one old
curmudgeon who is threatening
to march in a 3—piece suit to rep—
resent the middle—of—the—road,
just—like—you—and—me contingent.
Welcome! Outnumber the flam—
boyant ones! We double—triple
dare you!

rac Rent—A—Center‘_
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The One Store That Has It ALL
May not be used in conjunction with any other offer or Gold Card program. Taxes, LDW and processi
fees are additional. fer applies only to rent—to—own agreements. Standard rental requirements awl}

Hi! I just wanted to say hello. Please keep
me in mind for all your real estate needs. I
would like to be your real estate connection

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

United Church of Christ

An

Open

Sunday

and

Affirming

School

Gay

234 S.Watkins

10

AM

Thanks!

OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 363—1060

278—6786

Congregation.

Worship

11

AM

Teens Memphis
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Support Group for Gay Teenagers
(Sposnored by Parents and Friends of Lesbians & Gays)

First

Tuesdays

at

7:00

PM

Call 761—1444 for location
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You now have no more ex—
cuses.
On May 13, look out at your
favorite watering hole. Volun—
teers from Memphis Pride will be
out and about during prime time
and anyone wearing their "Party
With A Purpose" button will be
treated to a drink special by our
friendly neighborhood bar own—
ers that evening.
E
To Follow
The next day,
Mother‘s Day,
Lorretta Will—
iams will be
A getting
to—
, gether several
‘_ of her old cro—
nies for a spe—
cial show be—
ginning some—
where around
9:30 p.m. Per—
formers will include
herself, rare appearances by
Lady Rae and Leslie Cartier, a
welcome return from Sabrina Lea
and a couple of guest spots by
yours truly, Lady Astor.
The following week, The Jag—
uars will play the Nashville ex—
press in the afternoon. As if that
isn‘t enough, they will proceed to
a fund raiser called the Mess Jag—
uars Camp Pageant. We wonder
if any of the Tsorass cuties from
"Women of Influence" will guest.
We imagine that this will set
glamour all the way back to the
Renaissance.
That same evening, Mr. 501/
505 will be chosen at the bar of
the same name. If this contest is
all about beef, we guess the Mess
thing is probably TVP. We imag—
ine there will be wieners at both
locations.
No word on Tommy Stewart‘s
new bar yet. We will have that
interview with Rev. Tim Mead—
ows next month. We haven‘t for—
gotten those Heritage articles we
promised on B—GALA (at U of
M) and GSA (at Rhodes) or the
one about the Switchboard.
We‘re just teasing you to make
you pick up a paper.
The 24—hour automation of the
Switchboard is taking a tad longer
than imagined. New volunteers
are becoming involved, not to say
that more wouldn‘t be welcome.
The grand announcement will
probably come the same month
as the grand article.
Final Round
A Santa Claus is a Daddy with
more toys.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.

8" ANNUAL

FRIENDS FOR LIFE HIV RESOURCES

AUCTION

Thanks

to

the

the

1995

donors

auction

1910 Frame Shop
A Moveable Feast

Acilent or: Féammg
an Herbers
Alison Smith
Aloysious Home
Hotel Atherton
Anderson-Rippee. Interior Design
Another Roadside Attraction
Art Gallery of Memphis
Automatic Slims
Barbara
Ask

ggaﬁdondiw
Bliss Salon
Blockbuster Music
Blockbuster Video
Blue Light Studio
Bluff City Broom Corn
Bob Richards
Bodycare by Jordan
Bookstar
Botanica — Kirk Pamper
Brownstone Hotel
Bruce Bentley

FOR

and

a

AIDS

buyers

who

great success!
Rachel‘s Hair — Rachel

%

Rachel‘s Hair — Silver

GOIden Cl rCI @ DO nors
7
near
American Airlines
Gary Cooper
illi
. Eubanks Interior Desi
s
William R.
Eubanks Interior
Des gn. inc

D & B Studio

Dan Wood
David Babi
David Burton
David Morelli
Debbie Jost
Del Corazon
Dennie Wade Florist and Fine
Gifts
Derek Williams
Dixie Fletcher _
Dolls & Bears/Scottie
Lawrence

Cafe Society
Ed Brandon
Cash Advance, Inc.
Erica Marion
Charlee Blankenship
Fino‘s on the Hill
Chery! Lewis and Lauren Beyer
Flashback
Chris Miller
Flowers by Sandy
Cinema Showcase 12
Gary Coughlin
Cole—Haysten Hair Studio
Gay Comedy Jam _
Collectanea
Germantown Community
Consignments Estates and
. Theatre
Antiques
Goodwin‘s Greenhouses
Cooper St. Gallery
— Graceland
Corey Dugan
Hairobért — Robert Brown
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
Hampton Designs, Inc.
Covington Pike Animal Hospital
Hanover Travel, Inc.

made

Home Decorating Warehouse

e

Lighting Inc.

House of Yesteryear
Huey‘s
ICB |
J—Wag‘s
Jack Lewis Furs
James D. Farris
Janice StoneBlackburn
Jim Harrington
Jim Herbst
_ Jim Wines _
Jimmie W. Farris
_
Jimmy Stevenson / William Criss

Linda Jones/Barbara Baker
Linda Sowell
Lit Refrigeration
M&W Church Goods
Majestic Communication
Manpower
Mark Whitehead
Maxwell‘s
Memphis Concert Ballet
,_ MGLCC
_
Memphis in May Committee
Meristem

Joel Hilgenberg
John and Debbie Lindemuth
June West
Kelly Fish
Ken Horton and Rob Tarbell
King‘s Den — Gary Harrison
King‘s Den — John Oliver
L and Jay Productions
L. Gail Robinson
Larry E. McCailla
Lathing Around
Laura Yoshin
Lavender Earth
Lighting Galleria

Mobile Vet Care:
Mr. Robert Moister and Rick Long
Nancy Fletcher
Niko.
~
OriginalWoodburning
Patricia Schwartz
Paul A. Meek __
Personal Touch Painting
Phil McElyea
Playhouse on the Square
,
Rachel‘s _.
Rachel‘s Hair — Beckii. Richardson
Rachel‘s Hair — Vickie Redd
Rachel‘s Hair — Jim Drerup

Rachlgl'sdHali-n; -_IKandie
andy Hailey
Richard Hinds
Richard Montalvo
Ridgeway Inn
Robert Gordon
©
Sally McAdoo and Mr. Len Finch
Sher Stewart
Shoney‘s Restaurant (Union)
Shoppers News and Guide

psllar Search Video
Susan Mackenzie
T. Joseph Clifton Gallery
TGI Fridays
The Antiquity Ltd.
The Bunny Button
The Comedy Zone
The Dabney Nursery
The Dog House
The Dove‘s Nest
The Flower Market
The Merry Cook

The Pier
The Wonders Series
Theatre Memphis
Tim Androws
Tom Pitman
Town and Country Framing
Triangle Journal News
Troop 69
United Wholesale Florists
Vance Boyd Antiques
Wallpaper by Michelle
Wildwood Flowers
Your Yardner
Yuletide Office Supply

o
...........

Felony

Letter

Continued from page 12

Continued from page 2

Rawls contended that the law is unconsti—
tutional because heterosexuals generally
would be interested in a type of sex the law
considers "normal," while homosexuals would
engage in oral or anal sex.
"If you want to make prostitution a five—
year offense, make it equal," he said.
Rawls said the law also enables police of—
ficers to set up and harass suspected homo—
sexuals. In Baxley‘s case, the arrest was made
near a bar frequented by homosexuals. No tape
of the alleged monetary offer was made by
the officer, Rawls said.
"In court, it will be the word of a Gay man
against the word of a police officer," he said.
"That‘s not a fair fight."
The court did not indicate when it would
rule,

DUI

Divorce

Personal

Injury

Reporter

Automobile

continued from page 7

Accidents

Workers‘

—

Compensation

Law

Offices

of

Jason

O.

Young,

Jr.

violating rules that prohibited employees from
freelancing on company time, doing outside
work that could compete with UPI or writing
articles that take an advocacy position, the suit
said.
Brienza‘s suit against UPI is pending. Trial
was set to begin May 8, but Bernabei said she
expected to settle the matter out of court al—
though company lawyers haven‘t showed up
for court hearings. Brienza is asking the com—
pany for an apology.
UPI declined comment, saying the contro—
versy occurred before its ownership changed
hands in June 1992.
"All of that happened five years ago, and
that was under the old company. We really
haven‘t been involved with that," UPI spokes—
woman Annette Chapin said.
Brienza said only a few close friends knew
she was Gay before the incident. The contro—
versy revealed her sexual orientation to radio
audiences nationwide and to her family.
After 11 months of unemployment, she got
a job with a newsletter, and she now works as
an associate editor for a legal magazine, she
said.
"I couldn‘t be happier," Brienza said. "We
have corrected a devastating wrong— a wrong
that was motivated by two equal forces: the
hatred of a radical right—wing broadcaster and
the cowardice of a crumbling wire service."
Marriage
continued from page 2

523—8912

147

Jefferson

Suite

Ave.

806

rights and responsibilities of legal and soci—
etal recognition ofour loving unions. It‘s about
holding close not only our loved ones, but also
the democratic principles of fairness and equal—
ity often denied us because of who we are and
whom we love. And most of all, it‘s about cre—
ating and strengthening diverse families and
forming relationships free of discrimination
and prejudice.

MGLCC

Cecil: (Mr. Jazz) at Crossroads, thanks for
finding people to help move me and store my
possessions. Thanks for being there and be—
ing a friend.
Cotton: a longtime friend, thanks for haul—
ing my possessions to storage and thanks for
being there and being a friend.
Kiera: a Crossroads Dream Girl, thanks for
listening to my problems and being helpful
rather than critical. Thanks for the coffee and
the moral support.
Fran: thanks for hauling my possessions
around and for being there for me. (Please,
next time, keep my couch off your finger...
ouch!) Thanks to you and your finger!
Harold Ford‘s Office: thanks for calling
and caring.
B.J.: from Holy Trinity, thanks for the fi—
nancial and moral support.
Chris: from Holy Trinity, thanks for the
financial support and caring.
Crazy Eddie: from 501/505, you are al—
ways there, always a friend, thanks for giving
up your bedroom to store my belongings.
Barbara Jean and Sherry: thanks for
hauling my possessions home for me, day af—
ter day, until I got settled in; thanks for offer—
ing me a place to stay until I found myself a
home. Thanks for your love and kindness.
Jo Freda and Pat: with friends like you
two who could go wrong? Thanks for your
financial and moral support.
Jerry: thanks for hauling some of my
things for me. Thanks for caring.
Don: thanks for storing some of my things
during the eviction and watching over my
things. Thanks for hauling some of my things
to storage and for being a friend.
Ed Leggett: thanks for a roof over my head
while I was getting things back in order.
Thanks for being a friend and caring.
There are others that give me kind words
and moral support, but the above people were
there through thick and thin. They not only
said they were friends, but in an emergency
they came through as friends.
It‘s true, "When the going gets tough..."
your friends get going, except for your true
friends, they stick with you through thick and
thin no matter what.
Through this experience, and with God‘s
guidance, I have been able to find who to con—
tact if someone else ends up like me. A single
male under age of 65 has very few places to
turn to for help in time of emergency. The only
way you can get help (other than temporary
shelters) is to be: a family, have drug or alco—
hol dependency problems, be disabled or
handicapped. Other than that there is very little
help for a single male.
§
Again, thank you to all my friends for their
financial and moral support in my trying times.
Love Always,
John Prowett
(Father John)

POTLUCK DINNERS

Third Saturday of EVERY Month

Support the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law
and we do not claim such certification.

Community Center!
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California AIDS Ride 2 To Raise

Jaguars and Pirates

$4 Million for AIDS

Capture Opening

LOS ANGELES — Across the
country, cyclists are preparing for
California AIDS Ride 2, which
will start in San Francisco on May
14 and end in Los Angeles on May
20. The event, which is expected
to raise more than $4 million for
individuals with AIDS, will di—
rectly benefit AIDS—related ser—
vices at Jeffrey Goodman Special
Care Clinic at the Los Angeles
Gay & Lesbian Community Ser—
vices Center and the San Francisco
AIDS Foundation.
"The Ride received more sup—
port than we ever imagined pos—
sible in the first year," said Lorri
L. Jean, Executive Director of the
Gay & Lesbian Center. "When we
first started discussing this event,
we thought we would be lucky to
raise $500,000. But with the dedi—
cation of the riders and their sup—
porters, along with the incredible
sponsorship of Tanqueray, this
event became the largest fund—rais—
ing event in the history of the Gay
& Lesbian Center."
California AIDS Ride 2, is a
530—mile ride through some of the
most beautiful scenery on the West
Coast. Organizers expect this
year‘s Ride to more than triple in
size with more than 1,500 riders
coming together for the week—long
event. Riding an average of 75
miles a day, participants will travel
at their own pace and will be fully

supported by a small army of vol—
unteers who will provide hot ca—
tered meals, five daily water and
snack stops, hot showers, compre—
hensive medical services, and tents
for camping.
Most of the people who will be
participating in the Ride have
never doneanything like it before
in their lives. They are not experi—
enced cyclists, they simply share
a passionate concern for those af—
fected by HIV and AIDS. Produc—
ers of the Ride promise that even

the most casual cyclists will expe—
rience the "adventure of a life—
time."
Brochures and registration
forms are available for riders as
well as for hundreds of volunteers
who will be needed to support the
ride. Those requiring further
information on how to pledge,
ride, or volunteer, can call (800)
825—1000 or access information
on the Internet —at— http://
www.organic.com/AIDSRIDE.

Day Wins in Softball
By Chuck Saylor
Both Memphis entrants in the
Music City Softball League came
away with victories on the first day
of play Apr. 9 in Nashville. Harry
Harrington, League Comissioner,
started off the.day with introduction
of board members, umpire—in—chief
for the league and the spokesman for
the Metro Parks softball fields.Wel—
comes were given to each team,
coaches recognized and each team
player announced. The first pitch of
the year was thrown out by the um—
pire—in—chief.
The first game scheduled: was
the Pipeline Pirates against
Nashville‘s Connections. This was
a back and forth battle with each
team going up by one or two runs
only to have the other meet the
challange. The battle came down
to the last inning with two runners
in scoring position and one out.
The Pirates came up with some
great defensive plays to grab their
first win of the year by a score of
9 to 8. The jubilant team members
were joined in celebration by
members of the Jaguars for cap—
turing their first win of the season.
Congratulations to the Pirates on

~

7

Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area —
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
sss

Connection Center — 761—3435

a great game.
Next on the schedule was J—
Wag‘s Jaguars pitted against
Nashville Express. The Jaguars
jumped out on top with two runs
in the first inning with Express
plating two in the second and one
in the third. Five runs were scored
by Express in the fourth while the
Jaguars pushed across two. The
Nashville Express won this hard
fought game by a final score of 8
to 4. The Jaguars had a second
game on the slate later in the day
as they took on Connections and
scored runs in each inning and se—
cured a 12 to 9 victory.
There were a few traveling fans
at the games in Nashville which is
greatly appreciated. With fellow
Memphis players cheering each
other on, no matter which team
they were playing for, gave us all
added incentive and encourage—
ment.
Games are played on Sunday
afternoons in Memphis and Nash—
ville on a rotating basis. The next
scheduled games in Memphis are
May 21 starting at noon. Call 682—
9928 or 324—4865 for field loca—
tion. Come out and support your
favorite team or both Memphis
teams as the softball season gets
into full swing. Rumor has it there
will cheerleaders at these games as
well—could be really scary. Either
way, come out, relax, have some
fun and enjoy the great outdoors.
What else are you going to do on
Sunday afternoon?
:
[Chuck Saylor is a member of
the J—Wag‘s Jaguars.]

First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Safe Harbor MCC — 272—1022

dukes‘n

boots

Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196

21st Women‘s
Music Festival

Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Set for June

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
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Friends For Life
Food Pantry Wish List
deodorant » shampoo « razors ®

Swamp

Waters

PIPELINE

baby diapers » toilet paper
pasta * cream soup
canned veggies » cereal
canned meat!

Saturday, May 6th, 5 to 7
One Buck at the door
for Friends For Life

The 21st Annual National
Women‘s Music Festival is set for
June 1—4 on the campus of Indiana
University in Bloomington, Ind.
The Festival will feature over 70
artists, 250 workshops, films, videos,
and outdoor sports.
Among the performers scheduled
are Janis Ian, Margie Adam, Betty,
The Dance Brigade, Straight Ahead,
Dos Fallopia, Ubaka Hill, disappear
fear, and the Laura Love Band.
Guest speakers include Rita Mae
Brown, Torie Osborn, Elena
Featherston, Minnie Bruce Pratt and
Charlotte Kasl.
Four—day passes are available for
$180; three—day passes for $160.
Single—day passes are also available.
For an information booklet or to
register, write: National Women‘s
Music Festival, P.O. Box 1427, In—
dianapolis, Ind. 46206—1427.
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Coded Gay

Content

of Robert Indiana‘s Art
JuneWeisman
18. curator Patricia by Hartley, who died in 1943.
MINNEAPOLIS
(AP)
—
Rob—
Indiana became fascinated by
ertword—painting
Indiana, famous
for
his
1960s‘
McDonnellseesIndiana‘sreticence
HartleyaftersettlingonVinalhaven
"LOVE," has mixed asthemarkofadifferentgeneration.
Islandlearnedthat
offthe Maine
coasttheinMaine—
1978.
feelingsaboutanexhibitdealingdi—
"You
did
not
so
openly
profess
He
in
1938,
rectly forhomosexual
the first content
time within thehis _ your sexuality if you were homo— born Hartley had a studio not far
coded
sexual
inthe 1950sorearly 1960s," from Indiana‘s huge Victorian—era
work."Thatcameasalittlebitofajolt," sibility
McDonnellsaid."Thatisacoresen—
— mansion.
Hesoon discoveredother
that
isdifficultforpeopleof
parallels.
Indianasaid.
that
generation to really step away Theirwork hasbold colors and
"This
has
never
been
a
topic
in
from.Somepeopledo;somedon‘t."
designsandincorporating
words, Both
num—
mylife,butit‘sinevitable,Isuppose.
She
notes
that
the
subjects
of
bers
other
symbols.
Peopleusedtoneverwriteaboutthis
Indiana‘sartistictributes"havevir—
changed
their names
earlyhisgiven
in their
until
people
were
dead.
Now
we
tually
all
been
Gay"—
poets
Walt
careers,
Hartley
dropping
havetosufferthroughitwhilewe‘re
WhitmanandHartCraneandartists
name of Edmund in favor of his
alive,"said
Indiana,
66.
Charles
Demuth
and
Marsden
stepmother‘ssurname,Marsden,and
Hisrecentworkwillbethefocus _ Hartley.
Indianachanginghissurnamefrom
ofashowopeningFridayattheUni—
ThecenterpieceoftheWeisman
Clarktothestatewherehewasborn
versityofMinnesota‘sWeismanArt
are work
15 paintings
Museum. The show runs through show
Hartley‘s
and eightinspired
paintingsby . andraised.Indianawasbornin1928
in New Castle, Ind.
QOut to Eat With Mule
Wehavesampledeverythingin
Pipeline.
Everything
from beads, Quarter"kind
ofatmosphere.
the
last
two
months
from
BBQ
booze
and
boys
to
magnificent
Another
Sunday
buffetCountry
at 501
chickenatJ—WagstoBloodyMarys
munchiesgalore.Greatworkonthe
right
after
the
Southern
ata well—made
CrossroadsBloody
(yes, gentle
readers,
decor Bob, you outdid yourselfbig ThrowDownreallywasimpressive.
Mary
is
con—
time.Food,foodandmorefood!We
Some homemade BBQ saucemade
sidered
food
by
many
ofus)to
bar
went
by
on
the
Sunday
afternoon
thechickenbyGlendaGoodweenie
atfood
X—scape.
Once
again
rightbeforeMardiGrastocheckout some ofthe best we‘ve evertasted.
themunchies
freebie
served
right
here
thebuffetandweredelightedtodis—
Coleslaw,deviledeggs,onionrolls,
inourownbarskeptussobusythat
cover
a
potluck
contest.
Marty‘s
theworks,wereservedfortheocca—
westill
did notforhavetimetoreview
Mardia beautifully
Grassaladtookfirst
place. It sion.
We had
themompleasure
ofmeet—
anickname
restaurant
our
column.
Our
was
deliciousconcoc—
ing
Rona
T‘s
at
this
one.
We
not
only
refers
to
our
foundherelegantSouthern
manner—
tion
of
beets,
peppers,
onion,
all
ever—popular
anatomy
but Thank
to our kindsofstuff,arrangedquiteartfully
ismsdessert
so veryandcharming
thatthewepatio
had
voracious
appetite
as
well.
and
really
deserved
the
award.
our
coffee
on
the higher power for it this month! and
SylviaDollar‘sgumbotooksecond,
with her. That chocolate
cake
with
Wesampledsoverymuchdelicious
was
as
good
as
everything
she
thecherriesblew
us
away!
Whothe
food
right
here that
in Memphis
at thewe cooks. We congratulate her on be— hell made it? Wewantone. We also
local
Gay
bars
we
thought
ing
nominated
forStore.
calendar
girl for wentthat
hot bigcowboyfrom Dal—
might
havetogive
up
sexforfood!
Millington
Feed
Someturnip
lasinthewhitehatwemetthereand
Theybothtakeusalongtimetofin—
by Bulletgood,
and Dago
were hadthe shot oftequila with.
ish,Ouryoufirst
know.stop was the Sunshine greens
pretty
damned
but
really
The buffet that Sunday at Pipe—
needed
some
of
Mike‘s
pepper
linehadsomegreatribs,cheesegrits,
Lounge where
the playingthe
team from Con—
sauce.TheirFatTuesdaymunchout
and
Stan‘s
tunaKnee‘s
casserole.
AllMarys
were
struction
Site
was
Sun—
was
flawless.
Stuffed
crab
sand—
tasty.
Knee
bloody
shine
teamBillin hadmadesomeof
a shuffleboard wiches, all kindsofshrimpandsea— will definitely get my vote.
tournament.
food, even
a atrealhome
Kingcake.
Dennis TheTsarusManoftheYearban—
histastierfamous
BBQ
and
it
was
even
seems
right
in
the
kitchen
quet thewasservice
one ofour
favorites.andUsu—
than
the
version
served
at
as
well
as
the
bedroom,
bathroom,
ally
is
lacking
the
Fancy‘ssomeyearsback.Asusual,
garage,
workshop,
backseat...
The
food
cold
at
such
functions.
Such
these
people
puttasted)
out alikespreadthe that
staff at the Pipeline really put a lot wasnotthecasewiththisevent.One
looked
(and
big
ofhardworkintothisyear‘spartyand
would
thinkallthattrained
thosewaiters!
Tsarus The
fel—
church
socials
we
remember
as
a
deserveatonofpraisefortheirefforts
lows
were
little mule. We stuffed ourselves togiveusallsomethingspecial. table service was smooth, helpful,
withallkindsofgoodies,especially
Pipeline
was
not alone
inClubits and very, very accommodating. A
that
gorgeous
guy
in
the
blue
cap
Mardi
Gras
madness.
501
superb
hot corn chowderbegan the
andthetightjeans!
Afterwethought
kicked
the
whole
thing
offon
Sun—
meal,followedbyasmallsaladwith
wecouldn‘ttakeanothermouthful,
day withRican—style,
some red beans
and rice, alightyettastyviniagrettedressing.
thislovelywomanbroughtinahuge
Puerto
by
Alliance
The
main course, pork
chops withby
pan
ofhomemade
lasagnathatwas
member
Victor
Rivera.
Scrump—
chutneysaucewas
accompanied
superbly
prepared
andEvenabsolutely
tious!
Billyis aTaco
Jean, who‘s
ideaofeth— some delicious veggies in cheese
dripping
with
cheese.
though
nicfood
Bell
Grandewith
sauce.
Roundingcheesecake
out the repast
was
wecompletely
were absolutely
dripping
and
extracheese,wentbackforseconds!
a
scrumptious
with
the
fulfilled
at
this
point,
Makes
us
want
to
visit
San
Juan.
It
faintestdrizzleofKahlua.Theback—
(eat your lowchaseblackmyheart
outintoMiss
also featured some seafood gumbo ground music was even tastefully
Goodman,
trick
the
todieforandadeliciouslyfreshgar—
terrific. We will return next year.
bathroom
again)
we
ate
two
plate—
densaladbyPoof.Theflavorswere
BossHoghadoneplateful,weswear
fuls.
We have no ideawhowon the perfectly balanced and the consis— to it. However dessert is quite an—
tournament,andweunderstandthat
tencyofthericejustright.
Lorretta‘s
otherstory...
Lady
A‘s Lily
Tomlin
501
isinonthisthing,too.
Anyone
evil
twin
even
showedup,
and
wasexquisite
and
made
usfeel
astheif
wantingtoplayshouldcalltheSun—
amidstthesoundsofbreakingglass,
dinner
theater
still
held
sway
in
shineI could
and askforBill.
banging
walls,
andlife!"
bartenders
yeli—re— theaterworld.
write
an
entire
column
ing"run
foryour
the
meal
on the Mardi Gras celebration at ally took on a "lower French ingArey‘allfiguringoutwhat‘sgo—
on here, people? There are all
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Show Focuses on

Show Your Pride
Saturday Evening
May 13

Spemal
for everyone wearing
a Memphis Pride button

A Rainbow Drink

Check your favorite
watering hole for times
Memphis Pride
Party With a Purpose
sortsofchoicesout therethese days. as well; call them. J—Wags still has
You do not have to be a beer guz— the best onion rings in Midtown.
zler to enjoy Gay life in Memphis. We had never known that it was
There are some absolutely marvel— socially acceptable to bring tequila
ous cooks out there just waiting to to a potluck... Get out and eat, it is
feed you. Feast for Friends puts out all out there waiting for you.
afine meal everyotherMonday (see [Mule‘sconsiderabletalentsmay
calendar). The churches like to eat befoundbehindthebarat501/505]

Knoxville ORIENTAL MEN: CJ, looking to
meet people, 23 Grad student, int in oriental
men, hopefully we can meet and exchange

visits #23090

Nashville COLLEGE STUDENT: Dexter, 21
6‘2 short blk hair grn eyes, 198, 48¢ Broad
shoulders and min bike, very handsome,
college student int in meeting me, discreet
profil: #38874

Nashville WALKS IN THE PARK: Hugh, * ©
BM, 6‘, 180 into movies music walks parks
— quiet eves, iso BM 30—40 to hang out and get
intimate with— #39488

Cookville ON THE SIDE: mature GM 6‘3
195 married seeks younger man for long term
el, wife understands, like music and nature—
#38895
A

GRAB
THAT PHONE:!
HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:
1) To responcl to these

ads & browse others
Coll: 1—900—737—GAYS __
2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)
3) To pick—up messages
from your existing ad
Call: the 9200 number &
Press the star key (*)
_
Due to our large volume of calls,
if you can‘t get thru, simply try
your call later.
Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Eastern TN I LIKE BEARS! Rick, GWM 42,
5‘9, 140, hairy chest salt and pepper, like
bear types looking for 25—45 like sei fi music
and old cars, working on cars, if you fit that
category, give me a call— #38572
Chattanooga WORKOUT PARTNER:
Michael, 511, 190, dk blk hair/green, love
to work out 6x a week int are bowling, just
having fun if this sounds interesting, give me a
call— #38735
Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
what you‘re looking for. Our
computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready to
write down your box number.
Cosby EDUCATED MEN: Paul, 30 6‘2 250
looking for educ men, like outdoors, sports,
tennis, reading, movies, good conversations
give me a call— #238841
Nashville HOT AIR BALLOONING: Gil,
35 GWM coll educ, flying lessons, like
outdoors, camping, canoeing, swimming,
photog sports, travelling, like reading, spont
adventurous person, iso 25—40 gay or bi hope
to hear from you soon— #38856

* Noshville INTO WRESTLING: slave looking
for other guys into wrestling 59 170 like
competitive or free style wrestling, Iv a
message— #38984

Nashville NEW TO AREA: Jeff, 6‘1,
175, brn/hzl, int in Asian or Pacific
islander men, 29 iso same age 20s—late
\
int are hiking camping fishing,
doncmg pool softball bowling, Ikg for
other men int in the same thing— int
give me acall #39051
Chattanooga ANIMAL LOVER: Malcolm..
GWM 33, dk blk/grn, good body, int are
working out 6x wk love sports, love to
bowl love animals, esp cats, 511, 190,
looking for friends and go from there—
#39189
Knoxville COLLEGE STUDENT:
Kevin, college student 21 6‘2 shrt
blk/brn, 198, int in meeting
professionals give me a call— #239347
‘Knoxville 27 GWM, 511, 170, It
brn/brn smooth body work out reg, int in
meeting someone 22—32 gdlkg
and ambitious if any of this
interests you call me
#37785

» °WM:229577

eous riggs aime yonupn

Greenville ROBERT single WM 37, bind/hzl, —
Nashville WILLING TO TRAIN: Dan, 34,
like to meet males in their 30s for fun and
6‘2, 220, short brn/brn, subm Ikg for
good times— 238560,
&
*.—someotie who is very dom and willing to train—
©38926

: Nashville COUPLE LOOKING FOR FUN:
Mark, and John, just moved to the area Ikg for
guys no older than 23 or so who are in shape
nice looking and looking to have a little fun,
5 511, 165, 55 150, lwoWMlkgloroblor

Knoxville GM late 20s gdlkg 510, 160, dom %,
top, Ikgfor some people to have some‘ fun
with give me a call — Iva message—:229900

~ Nashville GAY OR BI MALES: Tommy,
GM 510, 170, flattop Ikg for gay or bi
males, 20:35 to have a little fun with, vers—
; #39702

Lorry'l'iot handsme
# athl build BM 180 510, int in meeting other
= bi —curious WM mase well built or couples
= for friendship and fun, give me a call—
#39548
* Nashville BI CURIOUS:

* Nashville BI CURIOUS: Glenn hot handsme
BM 180 5°10 int in meeting some bi curious
WM nice build for friendship and fun, give me
a call— #239548
Nashville COLUMBIAN
; GWM, 19, 559, 125 iso butch
, BM, 25—35 for friendship and
move— 239596

Knoxville DINNER AND

DANCING: Lawrence
BM 6‘237, Ikg for GWM
20—45, like sports dancing
dinners, anything really,
give me a call—
#26715

Q

Nashville MOUNTAIN BIKER: Bruce 21
62, 195, broad shoulders blk/brn, ,like to
min bike coll student, Profl discreet int in
meeting me give me a call— #238879

Re—Write
Summer.

like long walks, music dining out if ur
interested, give me a call— #37312

What better Way

Nashville TRIPS TOGETHER: Harrison,
looking for a single GWM 19—25 wants to
start a rel, take trips whatever, BM 25 nice
going guy, give me a call— #37329
~*

Personal ads, like these, are one of
the most effective and affordable
ways to meet new people.

o Easlern FONE FUN: Nick, East TN, int in.
talking to guys inthe southeastwho are gay
or bi, int in getting to knowyou,hot fone folk e
lv a message and we‘ll

take it From there s

*" #37397
Nashville LOOKING FOR SERVICE'
Glendale, iso hot top, who needs a hot bottom
I can service most men iso 35—50 in the area
33 brn/blu, lets talk: #237083
Nashville BI CURIOUS 33, 5410—165,.;
work out med Ingth brn hair must, pref same,
in good shape, musetype, #227191
Memphis TS, TV AND
HERMAPHRODITES: Andre just moved
here from SD 511 175 husky build, like
outdoor sports, Afr Amerinto TS TV and
Hermaphrodites, give mea call— #237339
Nashvil THREE OR FOUR: Gary and John,
iso single GM or couple int in a poss three or
four way with us, im 28 hes 47 cin and safe,
iso someone likes to have a good time give us
a call #237524
Nashville ATHLETIC MUSCULAR BUILD:
58.150 blk bnr, athl muse build iso guys into
sports and outdoors iso 22—32 only athl guys
pls! #37533
Nashville SPORTS AND OUTDOORS:
Tim, 33, Single WM, 510, 195, brn/grn, int
in all sports, outdoors, like to watch a movie
with that someone special, if ur int Iv a
message thanks— #37550

Memphis SINGLE
OR MARRIED
MEN: 27 BWM
iso single or
married biwm
58 brn/brn
good
shape, grad
degree, if ur
interested Iv a
message—
236937
Memphis CUDDLY
TEDDY BEAR: Ikg for
guys in the area Keith
brn/blu hairy, 33 511,
:
lug cuddly lefldy bear

love to have fun, lets see what happens— later—
#37305
Knoxville SOMETHING DIFFERENT: _
Patrick ready for something diff 26 attr BM
coll student iso honesly romance, friendship,

tospend your ;.
summer than with someone special?

Place Your FREE Ad Now
And get ready to introduce yourself—
— to a whole new summer. #

Memphis GBM 20 iso other GBM between
18—23, for poss rel and friendship masculine
only— #37436
Memphis MARK, GWM 28, 58, chunky
side, brn/grey, mustache, veryhairy, non
smoker, tend to be shy, music all kinds part
classical, horror movies, animals, ~>
pholography, love to travel, outdoors, antiques
symphony theatre—iso 18—30s #37735
Memphis DRESS UP TIME: Earl, TV, like to
meet men to come over and get dressed for
you— give me a call— #37792
Knoxville TRY ME: Steve, looking to meet
anyone willing to try anything bye— #37964
Chattanooga ARTISTIC GEMINI: Mark 32
6‘2 140 blnd/grn, Artistic Gemini, iso older
gentlemen, southern who like to make love,
slow simmering passion, not what you‘ve got
but who you are! #31637
TN CHRIS 20, Blk/brn med build, 58 iso
guys my age or older to have a good time,
give me a call— #38067

Nashville SMOOTH BODY: Scott, 30
GWM 510 155, It bnr/grn, cin shaven,
smooth body nice build, into men, going out
exercise, movies, real social like to have a
good time, like to have a good time in bed! Iv
a message #37605
Nashville HIKING AND MOUNTAIN
BIKES: iso guy int the are, BWM 28 5°9
160, brn/blu, very athl, and mase into hiking
min bikes iso 21—28 ath! iso best friend type to
hang with and take it from there— #37684
*

fsuzge‘r’fg slay
with: #38851

Memphis FONE
FUN: Frank, 40,
really get into a
lot of twisted fone
talk lv a
message—
239440

browseunl st

Knoxville
monocamous

RELATIONSHIP:

J'mg‘zegnggflf/VAEI &
ges to 35—45 for
sincere monog loving
rel, pls Iv a.message
if ur interested #25704

Nashville THOMAS

20, dk brn/grn thin
must and goate 5‘6 145

Lewisburg COUNTRY SINGER: Eric, 210,
6‘1, auburn/brn, football players build,
country singer, BI, like people with bi curious
interests, like very confidential, if ur int give
me a call #37775
Nashville 27 GWM professional, 511,175
work out, brn/brn, nice body, iso someone
22—35, get out and have some good times and
enjoy life Iv a message— #37785
Nashville LOVES TO SHOP: Thomas,
GWM, 20, dk brn/grn 5‘6, 1 45, like going
out to eat, watch TV, going to movies, or out
to the mall and shopping, give me a call
thanks! #37924

DOMINANTS &
SUBMISSIVES
1—900—903—2326
18+, $1.89/MIN. o/s 415—281—3183

L_
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phone numbersandzip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likea copyoftheissueyouradappears
in, please send$1.00to coverpostage.

53716, USA, phone (608) 244—0072.
The Midwest Womyn‘s Autumnfest is a
one—day womyn‘s music festival which
will be held on Sat., Sept. 23, 1995 in

tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.

Northern Illinois. For further information,
please write/call Athena Productions at:
217 S. Second Street, Suite 193, Dekalb,
IL 60115, (815) 758—0739, (708) 786—
5377.
We are currently seeking craftswomyn to
participate in the Midwest Womyn‘s

YOU

Autumnfest. For an application, please
send SASE to: Athena Productions, 217
S. Second Street, Suite 193, Dekalb, IL
60115.

Bro & BREAKFAST
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN furnished with antiques offers
announcements and classifieds will not
accommodations to men and women.
automatically be re—run. Announcements
Homeis located insmall Tennessee River
andclassifieds mustbere—submittedeach _ town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
month, inwriting, bythe 15thofthe month.
country dinner with complimentary wine.
FEM: An Anthology of Lesbian Sexuality Area activities include: boating, walking
and Gender Identity, edited by Lynnie trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
Levy and Jade River, is seeking
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
submissions from fems and the women
278—5844,
Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
who love them. Send SASE for more
.
Ozark
Bed
& Breakfast—5 wooded acres
information to the address below.
of
privacy
in
afun vacation area. Exclusive
Submissions should be 250 to 5000
resortfor men & women. Hottub. Country
words—typed, double—spaced or on a
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
3.5 disc formatted for Mac. Please list
Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
application in writing and includeaprintout
(501) 253—5283.
of your submission. If you would like your The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
work returned, please enclose an
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
appropriately sized and stamped self—
District loop close to downtown shops &
addressed envelope. Submissions
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
deadline is 8/1/95. Send submissions to
charm,
elegance& romance. Picturesque
Fem Fatale. PO Box 6021, Madison, WI

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

NAME __
ADpREss
CITY

2
STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

(~

Massage Services
DESERVE
THE
BEST

Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
MopELs
Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide
buddys get down—n—dirty from coast to
coast. From TLC toraunch, all callers 18+
are welcome. 1—800—TBX—CHAT ext. 46
or 1—800—829—2428 ext. 46. This call is
100% free.
Memphis Male Escorts. Attractive guys
available to serve you. Leave a message
for Chad at: (901) 758—4168. Also Hiring.
Memphis Male Escorts is inneedofa Frat
Boy Type. If you‘re 18—26, with great
looks/body, and fit this image, call: (901)
758—4168. Pleasestate you‘reresponding
to ad #F 100.
Young models wanted, Gay or straight,
white or Oriental, St. Louis to New
Orleans—for magazines and photo sets.
Write for application (include photo):
Models, PO Box 40691, Memphis, TN
38174.
PERSONALS
Alliance L.L.—odorless, colorless,
tasteless. The all—purposeleatherclubfor
the ‘90s welcomes you to "Gay Memphis
in May" and Summit ‘95. Join the
adventure!
Amnesia—type male wanted to share
condo near Mt. Moriah & Mendenhall.
Must like pets, have job and references.
$300/month includes everything. Call 360—
9945.
Attention Females: nonstereotypical,
single, mature, cute, feminine, honest,
sincere, kinda shy 20—year—old GBF
seeking fine, feminine, single, stable—
minded same for friendship/relationship.
No Bis or games. Page me: 533—8617
#090.
Attractive, adventurous, amorous GWM,
28, br, gr seeks GWMs, 18—30 for erotic,
sensual, satisfying, safeencounters. Send
description and desires to: 676
Germantown Parkway #306, Cordova,
TN 38018.
Attractive GWM, 30, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
alternative music, progressive politics,
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.
Write: Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR

May 1995

S

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue

Califomia trained, certified bodyworker
offering therapeutic and sports massage.
1], hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.

D.

¢

Memphis, TN 38104
—

(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon — Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last
Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Open®Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm

Discussion (Open)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian
community. Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of
the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
fs
David, Love—I saw Elvis! Afterthatphoto
I will concede your A.F. is sicker than
mine—Love, Mule.
GWM partnerneeded for a national 900#.
Joint—venture opportunity. Please leave a
message at (901) 758—4168. Pleasestate
ou‘re responding to ad #900.
GWM, 35, 5‘9", 150#, br, gr,
adventuresome bottom would liketo meet
in—shape tops, 25—45 for good safe fun.
Married, Bi OK. Discretion assured and
appreciated. No strings attached. I‘m not
cute but I‘m fun! No fats, fems, druggies,
or hustlers. (901) 358—2089—Leave
message.

Reward for information leading to the
identity ofthe culprit who put soap suds in
Sylvia Dollar‘s favorite mud—wallow and
defecated on her new bra. Contact Steve
or any Alliance LL member at our home
bar—501 Club, 274—8655.
Tired of not having friends? We are! GW
couple wants to meet other GWC for
‘ friendship only! Memphis/N. MS area.
. Attractive GWM, 46, 54", huskybuild, Write: Friends, 108 Robertson Circle,
f
‘_ bm, gm, seeks GWMs, no agelimit, — Booneville, MS 38829;
particularly Asians, for friendship, good
Roommates
times together. If interested write: B.P.,
36—year—old. GWM, sober, drug—free,
1701 North Avalon, Apt. 128, West employed, non—driver wants to rent room
w/cooking privileges close to downtown.
Memphis, AR 72301.
Up to
527—1461.
Attractivewhite male511", 240#, 43. ISO
GWM seeking same to rent with starting
of a pretty she—male for a relationship.
Please send a picture and replyto BI, PO July. Prefer area Poplar/Union, Avalon/
Mclean. I work and am a decent guy. No
Box 901495, Memphis, TN 38190.
jokers
or tricksters. Serious only need
{Bienvinidos amigos! Club 501 es abré
reply; 272—7301.
12:00—3:00 todo en la semana. 21A¥nos
Roommate Wanted: Gay couple—one in
20‘s, other in 30‘s, seeking roommate.

Two—bedroom house in Park & Getwell
area. Nice area. $265/month. Call: (901)
327—5907 between 9:00 p.m. and 12.
midnight. If no answer, please leave
message.

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
‘find community and
wou

support _ —
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding. —
INTEGRITY meets every.
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church
_
at 525—6602.
Z
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TINdistribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
CherokeeAdult BookStore*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
ParisAdult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia®: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
9491
Club 501*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Club 505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Coffee Cellar®: 3573 Southem # 320—7853.
Construction Site*: 1474 Madison # 278—
4313.
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—
8156.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave
# 272—1700.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843.
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper
# 272—3036.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison
# 278—9321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison =x 725—9896.
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
>—
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 7264211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
a 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP Memphis: # 226—6502.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 381741679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization — Box 40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 272—0855 or
a 272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
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Information # 725—4898.
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright # 388—6110.
Gays OffCleveland Street (GOCS): Social
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Lamar # 272—9843.
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Support group
for Catholics & their friendse Meets every
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Information: # 725—5237. John.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
men‘s social group for larger men & their
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
Biblestudy: Wed. 7:30 pm; 1559 Madison
# 726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm c/o Calvary

gépészoopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
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Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners Cv.
a 372—4426.
Transsexuals in Prison: 3266 HenryAve.
Memphis 38112—1518.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
:
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
LesbianAwareness (BGALA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566Walker, Memphis38111
# 678—3339.
Wings: Social Club» Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board « 300 or 1200 baud ## 274—6713.
COUNSELING SERVICES _
KerrelArd, BSW: Personalgrowth,spiritual
counseling, alternative healing # 725—
4898.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.
Martha Foschini, PhD: Individual & Group
Therapy » 1835 Union Ave., Suite 203 #
726—1284.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
familycounseling, rebirthing#761 —3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, x 761—9178.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 @ 726—
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078 —
Sliding fee scale.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
accounting, estate planning# 753—1413.
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner#
274—2524.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service; 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
458—0152.
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
accounting services # 726—9082.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave. #274—8103.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park#761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison # 324—6873.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
It‘sDone!:Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography + Joe
Pfeiffer « 272—1207.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: B/W & Color photo services.
Business, event,
photography,
& post card advertising = 452—2766.

Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Ct., Memphis38104 # 278—1190 (Aaron
Foster).
Loving Arms (SupportPartners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis BiSexualAlliance: 3266 Henry
Ave. Memphis 38112—1518.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
38174 # 726—5790.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074#
728—GAYS or 458—6023.
MemphisLambdaCenter®: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs + 1488
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, &Transgendered Pride Events
* Box 3956, Memphis 38173 # 320—
9015 Vincent Astor.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group + Box 11232, Memphis
38111—0232 # Barbara Jean 353—2612
(evenings).
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: David
Whitehead x 324—4865.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042 #278—0961.
Minority Prison Project: 3266 HenryAve.
Memphis 38112—1518.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 ## 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis38187—
2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
Prime—Timers of Memphis: 3266 Henry
Ave.. Memphis 38112—1518.
RiotGRRL: Womyn interested infeminism
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276—
0282 (Meristem).
Safe Harbor MCC: Rob Morgan # 272—
1022.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center =_ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club = 278—9321 or
274—8655.
Southern‘ Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall MissionChurch:AProgressive
Christian Church + Sun. Service 6:30 See-36 Portraits & photography @ 327—
p.m., meets attheCenter, 103 BerryRd.,
3760.
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
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That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. #761—2980.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
GAYS —7:30—11pm.
LINC: ## 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: #(617)899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).
§
LEGAL SERVICES

Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, AttorneyAt Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, #523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. # 527—2273.
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: Men &women welcome
# pager 541—0579.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paperfocusing onaddictions& recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
Dolis& Bears: Doll Shop —3263 NWatkins
# 357—8600.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 465—
2699. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, — refrigeration &
appliance repair « 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second ## 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).

John In Charge: Household & office
cleaning, errands, a personal valet « #
272—2316.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Lazveesnsder Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Cakes A Specialty, MaryJaneorTheresa,
212; Frayser Blvd. # 358—6689 or 388—
2376.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
National, a 327—6887, 327—7395.
Mid—Town Hair*: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104. = 278—2199.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings » 960 South Cooper # 725—
0049.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
housesitting bycompetent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell a 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell # 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ®
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
éesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
70.
Tropical Impressions: Pat Shop &
Grooming Salon» 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell
, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
3044.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: a 854—0455.
Kris Pelts, Affiliate Broker, DeCaro Realty:
5545 Murray Road Suite 100 # 767—3100.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper=#278—4380, Fax
278—4390.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
5521
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Madison # 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
17254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.

Have BarWill Travel: Bartendingforprivate Si
functions » LisaGray (The PeabodyHotel)
# 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
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is the CAT‘S MEOW
We have the Purrrfect tape for you!
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Professional Friendly Staff

OPEN 24 HOURS

